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"Woo' Flu"
' '- - BY MARY COX
- Where were you the week of Feb.
4-1- 0? Chances are that yon may
have checked into or visited Hy
geia. According to sophomore- - Deb-
bie Fell, who. spent some time
there. "It seemed the social place
to be" because you could see every
one tnere. Tney all had a common
goal: to combat the so-call- ed "Woo
Fin." It was a nasty widesnread
illness on campus that seemed "the
worst possible thins to happen at
utv wi inMum utu mm wvuube one freshman.
To many Wooster students, the
flu meant postponed tests, putting
up with cranky roommates, or Just
getting sleep for 43 hours. Michelle
Gerrek saw it as "suffering and
misery" while others - like Ana
Kroeger said it meant "getting to
see what the world of Hygeia is
really like.? Many people saw it as
an epidemic because so many peo-
ple were sick at one time. -- In a
figurative sense it was one in that
it affected everyone on campus in
some way. Whether you actually
missed classes, visited a sick friend
or just . had 1 a lighter: workload
because so many people were out,
yon-to- o were affected by the Woo
ka. And, : in fact, in-- a random
sampling of 23 COW people inter-...viewe- d.
1 actually had the illness. --
x Although no .body counts were
made. Dr. Peto at Hygeia admitted
Cut a "significant proportion of the
campus f indeed physically af-fected tyK ; beg. There have, of
course, been --worse situations at
Hygeia, but Peto feels this was
probably the worst in the past three
.
years. It cannot be termed correct
ly as epidemic, however. Though it
was both contagiosa and- - sponta
New Coach To Head Scots
-
1
Bob Tucker, New Fighting Scots
football.coach. : x i- -
Ey IDA WILLIAMS
Bob Tucker, a former Ohio State
defensive coordinator and Wooster
graduate, has been appointed as
the new Fighting Scots head foot-
ball coach. Tucker officially began
his duties yesterday. .
The announcement made at a
press conference in Cleveland last
neous, the college was never in
danger of closing.
Dr. Peto explained that the "Woo
Flu" is a "layman's term , for
influenza." He said that they are
not exactly sure what it was "be-
cause not everyone who came into
Hygeia had the same thing." There
were several types of influenzas
and viruses in the air and to
accurately identify the type, viral
cultures are needed. These cultures
are both costly and time-consumin- g.
Cases of Type A influenza were
reported in Akron. Cantos and Co-
lumbus at about the same time so
it was likely: to have been that
Because there Is no known cure for
flu, all strains are treated in the
same way: with plenty of liquids
and rest.: - .. ;--
.
'
: like many Caesses, this particu-
lar one was easily-sprea- d on cam-
pus through close contact especial-
ly in winter weather Undeniably,
the virus was contagious. One stu-
dent said "as contagious as AIDS.(It is actually more so, as con-
firmed by Dr. Peto). An interesting
side-effe- ct of the flu was the
amount of rumors that circulated
the campus as rapidly as the EK
nesv. Although Hygeia had as many
as 17 people staying overnight. at
one pe&t &ere was po shortage of
beds or space: No one who was sick
was turned away, contrary to popu-
lar belie! Hygeia is equipped ts
house 21 routinely, but there are a
number of extra beds available if
needed. It is preferable to have the
sickest people there if possible and
many students were too ill to go to
meals and classes. ,
Continued ea Page C.
Thursday, marks the end of a
"long, long processs," according to
Al Ysa Wie, Wooster athletic direc-
tor. Vaa Wie was hoping to have
some in the office by the 15th of
the month, but missed that goal by
week. r - '
. Tucker's career record is an
impressive one. He spent six years
at Ohio State as defensive coordina-
tor and followed the Buckeyes to
the Rose Bowl twice during that
time. Before that he was a defen-
sive coach at Iowa State Universi-
ty. He has also coached at Penn
State University, as an assistant
football coach for the freshman
team, Wichita State, as the fresh-
man football coach, and two years
at Massillon's, Washington High
School as aa assistant track coach
and defensive coordinator. -
In a press release Tucker stated
Us goals for tne season as uus:
"I'd like to take one step at a time.
First I'd like to win a game. Then I
would like to make a run at the
conference championship. I am
looking forward to the competition
and making the Wooster program
the best it can be."
"I chose to come to Wooster with
the intention of succeeding . and
staying.; I sincerely hope this will
Omtinued on Page 11 ' i
Basie - Performs
Count Basic orchestra entertains Wooster community last week In the Lowry Center BaSroom. Photo
by Ralph YoungenNewa Services. Lighting by Lisa McCCl and SiHastmgs..,.. .; - .
Protest
: By SUSAN SXORUPA --
: (CPS) An enormous increase
in media attention and mounting
student protests - against campus
ties to segregationist South Africa
are forcing colleges nationwide to
reconsider their investment poli- -
"Pressure from students, faculty
and the public in general is starting
to add up." observes Katherine
Viator of the American Commis-
sion on Africa (ACA). "College,
traditionally, is one' place where
political mainstream issues eome
to the forefront" she notes. ."Lots
more schools have considered di-
vestiture in the last few months."
Facing weekly demonstrations by
students and faculty. University of
.Washington regents, for example,
are considering divesting universi-
ty holdings in U.S. companies doing
business in South Africa, r
. In response to student criticism
of university investment practices.
University of California regents for
the first time in eight years voted
to review the system's stock hold
ings.
Princeton President Attacks Alumni .
PRINCETON. N.J. (CPS) - In one
of the rarest of academic
phenomena. Princeton's president
has publically attacked a Prineeton
alumni group.
The dispute between President
William Bowen and the Concerned
Alumni of Princeton (CAP) also
highlights the increasingly visible
role that conservative alumni
groups are playing on campuses
around the country. . -
The chairman of CAP. which'
claims to include a third of the
university's active alumni, last fall
mailed a flyer claiming it was "no
longer safe" to donate money to the
school because of various campus
policies.
"We've previously been needled
br lower-lev- el bureaucracy at
Princeton, but this is the first time
we've gotten this much attention."
yrplains Dinesh D'Souza. editor of
Against Apartheid
The student-ru- n Harvard - Law
Review last month divested $113,
000 in, South Africa-relate- d stock
depsite Harvard administrators'
continued refusal to sell off simCar
Institutional holdings. . . -
University administrators at Ne-
braska, Maryland and Illinois are
examining their stock portfolios as
welL -- . ... i
"A student regent made a motion
tar January to study the divestiture
issue.', says : Mlehael Lassiter,
spokesman for the University-o- f
California board of regents. "They
agreed a study was in order."
Lassiter says the study, due this
summer, will examine the universi-
ty's investments and the effects of
divestiture on the system's stock
portfolio.
"The regents haven't indicated
their feelinxs vet" he notes. "It's
too early to speculate if they'll do
anything.";,.:, ;
Meanwhile, as students and fac-
ulty demonstrate nearby. Universi-
ty of Washington regents also are
reviewing their school's South AM-- 1
the conservatives' aiu'ui
magazine. ;
-- But Bowen, apparently worried
about the flyer's impact on alumni
contributions, fired baek with his
own letter to alumni in December,
calling CAP'S charges
"Outrageous."
CAP Chairman David Condit had
charged university administrators
supposedly:
- Plan to admit fewer children of
alumni each year.
Are pleased that 31 of the S3
pregnant students, who sought
counseling at the school's health
center decided to have abortions.
Condone homosexuality.
' fn him fauMiifi reasons. Presi
dent Bowen said no administrator
has advocated admitting fewer
children of alumni.
He did not refute the abortion
statistics, but noted the percentage
si
can-relat-ed tolSngr. although offi-
cials deny the demonstrations pre-
cipitated the reivew. .
"This review is newsworthy only
beesuse it came at the same time
as the demonstrations" a regents'
spokeswoman insists..-- : "We -- don't
waif until students demonstrate to
do something about divestiture." -
"We don't buy stock -- unless the
company has signed the Sullivan
Principles," she adds.
But a growing number of South
Africa critics say "such guidelines
aren't enough.
. "It's all public relations stuff."
argues. ACA spokesman Joshua
Nessen. "The Sullivan Principles
were intended that way." -
Written in 177. the principles are
designed to guarantee basic human
rights to black South African work-era."- 1'
' ; v ..
But Nessen notes, once workers
leave a company's gates, the guide-
lines no longer apply.
"We don't care much for the
Sullivan Principles." agrees Major
Continued on Page 11 :;.
of Frfacecoa undergraduate women
who seek pregnancy counseling is
well below the percentage for col-
lege women as a whole.
He also maintained university ad-
ministrators have tried to promote
"responsible sexuality." and that
the existence of gay alliance club
at the school does not mean the
university condones homosexuality.
The conservative alumni
organization has made similar com
plaints since tt was formed in istz.
This time, D'Souza says, the group
took a less.rhetdrical approach in its
letter to alumni, and concentrated
on specific criticisms. -
"The facts shook up a lot of alum-nt- "
D'Souza says.
- The alumni groujr claims credit
for convincing university ad-
ministrators to stop using tuition
revenue to-fu- nd student abortions,
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Should Tenure Be Revised
Dear Editor:
Your attempt to provide an airing
of some important issues in last Fri-
day's editorial and guest editorial is
encouraging. The truly crucial stage
-- comes now, though: will your efforts
stimulate any kind of useful
response or be swept under the
customary rug? If nothing seems to
happen, are you willing to be persis-
tent and annoying enough to make
something happen?
You need to press the point in your
own editorial about the prevalence
of fear among non-tenur- ed faculty
members. What kind of an institu-
tion is it that generates fe n its
.1twt Wtiv ia it that a suiritof
outspoken fearlessness dot. net per-
vade this college? Do you really
arant in tnnwf
My friend Professor Calhoun's objections to tne tenure system are in
part correct but he avoids the hard
part. Would younger faculty
members in fact speak out were
there no prospect of tenure? I think
not since if they leave they must go
THE WOOSTER VOICE' FRIDAY. FEB. 22, 185
elsewhere, and that means getting
recommendations.. So they would -
still hesitate to risx otienaing
anyone in power, or so they tell me.
Professor Calhoun has served on
the Teaching Staff & Tenure Com
mittee. I wisb mat ne wouia aaaress
himself to the puzzle of how orthodox
and unexciting people seem u get
retained and tne outers weeaea ouu
That must have its root in the nature
and workings of the TS&T Commit-
tee, as well as in the nature of this in
stitution. Having tenure, be can cau
spades spades.
I might add that I have served in .
college which had no tenure; I may
be the only faculty member who has.
I can report that it did not produce
the glowing results Professor
Calhoun thinks would flow from
eliminating tenure. It is one thing to
see problems with tenure, quite,




Are Non-Tenur- ed Faculty
organizations have as much a right to use public school I Tiirnjng SheeDiSU?
invites some speculation pernaps unwuuugijr mc su-preme Court has laid the foundations for an emergence
religious, in particular christian, education.
u -- A a roa cuiotv whrp individuals have the
ut n-aot- foA vaiiriAn in thir nwn wav and on their
own terms- - The Supreme Court ruling challenges this
most basic of rights. They have provided churches with
an opportunity to open snop ui puuut muwu.
religious groups that fought for the ruling argued that
if an organization like the Boy Scouts can have
meetings in a public school, then they should also be
offered a similar opportunity.
legitimate, but after
careful thought one realizes that religious organizations
already have a place in which to meet. So why should,
they want to meet in a public school where religious
symbols are generally not permitted? Perhaps just
perhaps these religious groups, like a salesman,
want to get their foot in a door which might eventually
open to even more radical departures from the
constitutional rights offered by the first amendment,
such as prayer in school.
We, "as a community, might want to re-evalu- ate
what may be the eventual end of this ruling. Let us for
a moment expand our definition of religion from the
narrow, which places religion in categories such as
Roman Catholic, Protestant or Jewish, to Tillich's idea
of religion as an ultimate concern. Ultimate concern as
Tillich describes is what an individual holds dearest to
hisher self. If one were to hold most dear to them toe
International Business Machines Corporation (IBM)
then one might expect a prayer such as this to be read
in school:
Oh! Heavenly Board, .





and my boss has just threatened
i j i a 1 m T Wav trim tA fltnto fire me u l aon i ao wnai ne 6 -
me, direct me and guide me, so that I may do your
deeds in your name, to the best of my abilities, etc.
While this is certainly an extreme example, it is a
valid concern. The christian religious organizations
who supported this ruling may find that the result was
not what they had expected. Satan worshippers, for
instance, are now given a right to use public facilities
where they were not before.
This decision may be one in which all of us may
have to pay dearly. Jeffrey Priest
Editor-in-Chi-ef
Dear Editor: ,
Profeisor Daniel Calhoun, in his
brisk and authoritative way, offers
some cogent arguments in your
paper as to the necessity of revising
the tenure system as protection for
faonltv mmhers- - I trust that 70U
and he are open to some debate on
that subject since he omits some
important considerations and draws
nmm nuixtinnihle conclusions. PrO--
fessor Calhoun argues that senior
faculty members are unlikely, to
have outrageous opinions, thus need
little protection, but his own letter
surely shows that outrageous opi
nions crop up just wnere you leasi
expect them.
.
Calhoun argues that the lust for
tenure is most likely to inhibit the
free-spirit- ed junior faculty member,
who keeps his or her mouth shut in
hopes of passing unnoticed into the
sanctum sanctorum of tenure. When
it comes to the evil, or timidity, that
lurks in men's minds, only the
Shadow knows, but observation of
.behavior over my sixteen years of
attending faculty-meetings,- - depar-
tment meetings, committee
meetings, and ad hoc gatherings
onnvincM m that sheen and SCOr--.
pions are born, not made. That is,
the cautious junior faculty member
who looks Dotn ways oeiore Keeping
silent is just as aocue aner tenure as
hAfnro while the firebrand among
the tenured was just as feisty in his
har rat vir. Behavior gives no
evidence that the tantalizing will--c
the-wi- sp tenure has muiiiea junior
faculty members who are lions in
nravatp
raihnnn . further auDDOses that
tenure serves mainly to protect the
thoroughly incompetent, to wnom
rimini.tratora otherwise would give
the hoot-- Where is his evidence? Of
course, since we nave a tenure
system, administrators are always
saying. "I wish we could put old so--





& m a ado it, would tney 7 iney wouia aci on-
ly in the most egregious cases, pro-
bably only in cases so extreme that
even under the present rules they
could persuade the person to retire
earlv. After all. administrators are
people of normal ability, just like
yours truly, so wny wouia iney are
all the people wno maze ad-
ministrators look good by com
parison, leaving a faculty. all of
whom would put tne aaminisiraiors
in the shade? I doubt that they would
use their freedom in that way.
Not only is tenure quesuonauie
a determinant ox junior lacimj
meekness and as a protector of dead
wood, it is prooaoiy noi ai iu uw
useful in guarding the classic
varieties of free speech in one's
field. In most schools, the most
troglodytie capitalist trustees are
At iTAinff rn t n rnw nun m wcu-bVuuo- tu
nrf aMitinmiished orofessor likeN
Calhoun for his teachings about
Marxism. They know the scandal
would be bad publicity. Of course,
the fact that eminent schools like
Texas and Yale and Maryland and
Rutgers have either done or tried to
do just that with genuine Marxists
does suggest that maybe academic
freedom does need a little protecting
now and then.
Still, where tenure may be most
useful is in protecting the faculty
member who just rubs ad-
ministrators the wrong way. not at
all br anything that is said in class,
but by behavior in other locations.
Let us take a hypothetical case. Sup- -
pose we nave a iacmiy
is constantly a thorn in the side of
the powers-th-at-b- e. This
hypothetical faculty member calls
for a quorum at faculty meetings,
thus derailing the important
business of reading committee
minutes. Perhaps on one occasion
the quorum call even impedes the
A - OCXS!
ccaaaa piaat sane
"My folks ore so upset about the fOflure of the
school prayer arnendrnont we miaht even start
going to churchT .
meeting's opening prayer, a heinous
act at a college of the church. This
faculty member would be the sort to
find the holes in the administration's
statistics, -- to hold administrators to
promises, to champion the cause of
another faculty member with a
grievance, to prick the balloon of lof-
ty verbiage, in short a frequent pain
in the neck to some people (although
much loved by others). To be really
hypothetical and confuse those who
think they recognise someone they
know, let us further suppose that this
faculty member is just middling
good, better than average, but not
excellent, so students are less likely
to rush to the barricades. If an ad
ministrator says. "We need to cuH
twn nr three rmsitinns from the facul
ty, so here's my chance to get that
a aa a m U
son-oi-- a --porcupine, now long wouia
such a professor , survive without
tenure.?
Varnltv members should indeed
taVa mnra advantage of the nrotec- -
tion tenure gives for intellectual in-
novation, but they have, another
responsibility too. u tne ciergy are
put among us to comfort the af-
flicted, then intellectuals are sent to
afflict the comfortable, but without
tenure the comfortable would send
their critics packing. The net result
of the tenure system. Professor
Calhoun notwithstanding, is to pro-
tect those people most likely to ques-
tion the character and direction of
the institution, to the benefit of all of
us.
James R.Turner : '
. Professor of History
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Names Without Words
Bf RANDYUCCLEART
Two weeks ago as you read this I
was sitting in Lowry Center waiting
for someone. Who and why is not
important But as it happened this
person was late and I had several
moments to kill until they decided
to show themselves. Seeing nothing
better to do I grabbed a copy of
this paper. The Wooster Voice and
began to read. --I was astounded.
Last semester it became my prac-
tice not to read an issue that didn't
have something written by me in it(I am an egotist by nature and
given , the average content of last
semester's Voice I think this prac-
tice is understandable). Well there
were two things that I had authored
there, but so what An article on
Basie, big deal and the introducto-
ry installment for this column, who
cares. (The same question I'm sure
many of you . asked yourself when
you glossed over my little para-
graphs), now to end a run -- on
sentence I shall star a new para-
graph.
Here now, the things that
knocked my senses for a spin were
Professor Calhoun's letter and Jeff
Priest's editorial. If you somehow
missed these it is imperative that
you seek out an old copy of the
Voice and read them, right now.
First congratulations to Prof. Cal-
houn. It's great to see a person who
is not afraid to speak his mind in a
public forum, especially when he
does so in such an outspoken man-
ner. His spirit seems to be the kind
that our sacred school supposedly
condones in its ideas of beyig a
BY STUART SAFFORD
AND TOM 2ETA
. Like all students at college, we
tend to spend a lot of time in the
cafeteria. There are all sorts of
things one can do to pass time in a
cafeteria but some are better than
others. For instance, most colleges
with little extracurricular life have
bad food which provides entertain
ment Although this doesn't work
well with the fine Lowry Center
cuisine, there are other activities.
Our favorite is a variation on Mr
Potato Head. We have all sorts of fun
creating various characters and per
sonalities for people who pass by our
table.
One of ' our prize ' creations is
u Mousak Housak, also known as the
Siberian Killer is a continuing
source of entertainment The only
thing we know about Mousak for
sure is that he's big and looks strong
and has a heavy beard. In our opi--
"liberal arts" institution. Mr.
Priest's editorial was along the
same lines in being outspoken,
honest and straightforward.(Probably the first editorial not on
a trival subject in several years)
Calhoun's letter coupled .with
Priest's editorial bring a warm
feeling to my heart a feeling that
tells me that there still are some
left in this "hotbed of conservative
conformity" who care about more
than a cushy house with a beautiful
wife (or handsome husband to
avoid accusations of sexism on my
part) and their, future job pros--
peCtS'
It is probably just a l)it too
early but I urge a complete revolu-
tion of the professors and students
against our mutual enemy, the
administrators. Seise back the pow-
er that seems to have been lost
Send them scampering back to the
hills in fear of the combined
strength and knowledge. Turn the
classroom back into a place of
learning and exploration. Learn
from what you teach and teach
from what you learn. Its a roman-
tic idea but one worth pursuing,
Please note that the content of my
words are not necessarily endorsed
or approved of by the governing
body of the Wooster Voice. The
College of Wooster, the state of
Ohio, the United States of America
or the planet Earth. Back to some
more sensible stuff. Maybe the
Voice will blossom into a thing
worth reading every week, from
cover to cover. Last issue was close
but its always improving.
nion Mousak should be kept away
from large cleavers and small
children. (A joke about Beaver
Cleaver could be suitably inserted
here by the more motivated reader.)
This brings us to an important
point. We don't know Mousak. Know-
ing Mousak would endanger our fun.
It could also endanger our health.
Mousak is like a giant bear, in-
teresting and entertaining with a
barrier like a thick wall or plate of
spaghetti fungi between yourself
and the killer, but you wouldn't want
to shake hands.
Actually, knowing any of the peo-
ple we create would spoil our enter-
tainment (Astute readers, at this
point are yelling "You guys are
couch potatos! What kind of losers
prefers fantasy people to the real
thing.") Well, we don't wish to rain
nn the astute reader's narade but
even though our admissions staff is a
highly efficient screen tor students
with boring or humdrum
backgrounds, our fertile imagina-Continue- d
on Page 11
.
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Mutual of Burhma Shave Presents
BY MARUN DRAMAMINE
Peoria, Illinois Until recently,
the North American Macho fish
had been threatened with extinction
in our larger cities by competition
from other species such as the
sensitive male and intelligent yup-
pie. However, today we are in its
traditional breeding grounds in the
American plains where local varie-
ties of the macho fish have always
thrived in peace and security.
My assistant Dave and I decided
to set up base camp in a Peoria
grocery store parking lot, where
our helicopter landing created quite
a stir among the primitive natives.
We couldn't help but chuckle a bit
as they fled in terror, overturning
grocery carts on their way to
dilapidated American station wag-
ons. However, we knew we had
nothing to fear from the natives,
who are always easily pacified by a
black velvet paintings, peacock
rugs, and other simple trinkets. We
also had on hand large supplies of
cheap American beer in case of a
major uprising.
After a tranquil night disturbed
View From The Edge
KEALKtate Of The UbionBY IAN M. FRIED --the
When Ronald Reagan gave his
State of the Union address before
Congress and the American people
in early February, it was a state'of
nroeress and oDtimism wmcn ne
presented. "My fellow citizens, wis
nation is poised for greatness. The
time has come to proceed towards
a great new challenge a second
American revolution of hooe and
opportunity."
What Reagan did not present is
that this American Reovlution is
going to be a period of hardship for
many middle-clas-s and lower-clas- s
Americans. Because of the large
military buildup and the outra- -
geous budget deficit, instead of the
second "American Revolution " we
will be going through the "Ameri--
can Sacrifice."
We must cut the federal budget





The post WWII Bavarian is mod-
ern Germany's answer to the
American Southern Redneck, and
they have answered with a flaming
vengence. But a custom that , is
most pecular to this region is their
esteem for man's best friend,
which Bavarians carry to religious
proportions. Having contracted to
lodge with a Bavarian family, I had
the singular opportunity to observe
these idiosyncracies from an opti-
mum vantage point
Standing at the door of my Be--
varian hosts home, I had my first
family encounter with a three-foo- t
creature I mistook for a rat ran up
and attempted to copulate with the
lower parts of my right ankle a
habit which this thing has contin-
ued with unceasing devotion. The
situation is distressing. I have since
been assured that it is a long-
haired dautschund, but my native
instincts have prevailed, and I will
henceforth refer to it as "rat" It
would be an offense to my ears to
call him otherwise.
, If rat had been named "Bis-mark- ,"
I would have been happy,
"Willheilm." and I would have
been estatic, "Romel," "Otto," or
even "Seigfred" would have suf--
only by a howling cat and the
occasional passing of an unmuf-flere- d
Volkswagon, Dave and I rose
early to comb the nearby fields in
search of specimens going about
their morning rituals. Aided by the
superior speed and range of the
helicopter, we soon found one,
perched on a John Deere andgrunting with beastial pleasure at
the early morning coolness. The
specimen appeared to be about
nineteen years of age and displayed
large pectorals and well-develop- ed
trapezuem.
Clearly, this was a catch worth
tracking. Dave and I swooped down
to bag him with the tranquilizer
gun.
We panicked the beast I had
come in too fast and raised a cloud
of dust from the recently ploughed
field, causing it to bolt and run:
shouting in fear, cursing, and occa-
sionally stopping to throw dirt clods
at the helicopter. Clearly we had to
find some other way of pacifying
the animal, so I pulled back and
had Dave release 20 September
crisis caused by the large deficit.
and the Reagan budget proposal
contains many cuts but defense
is not one of them. The effects of
tnese cuts wui De detrimental ot
many groups in tne united states,
Students will be very hard hit
especially students who receive
federal aid. There is the proposal to
limit student aid to students whose
family income is less than $25,000.
Farmers also will be hard hit One
estimate outs 10 percent of all
farms into bankruptcy if all the
agriculture cuts go through.
Many other entitlement pro- -
grams will be effected programs
which invest in our nation's future,
Reacan is sacrificindong-ter- m
gains and achievement? for
term spurts of pseudo-growt- h in
our economy,
On campus last week. Lester C.
It
iced to please me. they might have
called the wretched beast "Hitler"
for all I care and I would have been
satisfied, but I refuse, I repeat I
refused to have social intercourse
with three-fo- ot lecherous runt of a
German canine named after our
fair state of Texas. As it is, social
intercourse is the least of my
problems.
My hosts were not long in coming
to my aid. or so I thought. For any
f. other civilized nation on earth
would realize that it is an affront to
have the family pet attempt to
mate with the lower calf of a
stranger. But to the contrary, as
far as I could gather, to Bavarians
it is mark of distinction. Rather
than chastising the animal they
actually encourged and praised the
beast Indignant I attempted to
shake the creature' off only to be
reprimanded by a dilapidated old
hand-m- e down from the Holy Ro-
man Empire I have taken to calling
"Das Commandant" and as she is
rather fond of the rat I seem to
have aquired a more or less perma-
nent extension of my right calf for
the duration of my stay.
Hobbling about Munich with my
small companion, I have had the
opportunity to observe many other
Bavarians' behavior towards their
pets and concluded the actions of
issues of Penthouse with photos of
Vanessa Williams in it
The ruse worked. While the speci-
men lost himself in contemplation
of the bait, Dave was able to'
neutralize him with the tranquilizer
gun.
Quickly we implanted a radio
transmitter on the subdued beast
by transferring his Skoal can with
a cleverly disguised mock up. The
macho fish is frequently seen chew-
ing on this . stringent substance,
giving its upper lip a bloated and
fish-lik- e appearance. It was this
trait together with a large.
meaty body and primitive nervous
system that moved male biology
specialist Lori Thompson to give
the species its name.
As the fish began to yawn and
revive himself, Dave and I helicop-
tered back to our base camp in the
Peoria grocery story parking lot .
We had made an excellent start
and made further preparations for
tracking our fish with genuine en-
thusiasm.
Next time "Mating habits"
Thurow, Prof, of Economics at
MIT. stated that what is possibly
the most dangerous deficit in our
country today is not tne federal
ouogei oeiicu, out ratner ue u.a.
traoe oeucic ins oeiicu wnicn is at
the highest point in history inflates
the pnce of the dollar, causes more
U.S. dollar to leave the country and
creates roughly a million jobs over--
seas which could be rooted in the
U.S.
Between the federal budget defi
cit the U.S. trade deficit and the
budget cuts, we don't seem to be as
ready for this new era as Reagan
would want you to think. The only
revolution that we could really use




my hosts are by no means singular.
The average Bavarian shows no
hesitation about bringing his dog
into restaurants and other estab-
lishments, nor do the propria ters
voice any objections. If the dog is
thirsty, they buy him a beer. If the
dog is tired, a couch is provided.
And if the dog is hot a Turk or
some other poor person is em-
ployed to fan him.
Here I must digress to speak of
the state of the Turks in Germany,
which is altogether worse than that
of the dogs.
The Turks exist in
conditions of the utmost poverty for
reasons altogether represhensible
to the American mentality. The
Turks may obtain voting rights,
they may mobilize, they may con-
vert to Lutheranism .and make
outstanding contributions to the
motherland, but they can wait from
now until the apocalypse until some
German god smiles upon them
from his German heaven and con-
sents to confer upon them the title
of "German" accompanied by the
blowing of German trumpets and
the strands of Bach played on
German, harps by German angels
andoacked up by k. chorus of de-
ceased German luftwaft officers.
This reveals a good deal about
the German mindset which is alto-
gether disturbing. In Berlin I was
taken to the tallest edidfice and





Sometimes, in the course of hu-
man events an occurence so foreign
to reasonable expectation and ra-
tional interpretation so overwhelms
an individual so as to cause one to
sit back, scratch ones head, and
mutter. "Holy ." I read ofjust such an even only days go.
Guess who's one ste; closer to
preparing his acceptance speech
for the Nobel Peace Prize Commit-
tee? After his recent nomination, a
young Washington D.C. peace ac-
tivist, who proposed the use of
nuclear weapons on Vietnam, op-
posed every piece of civil rights
legislation ever drawn up, and who
believes bigger and better bombs
make for a more peaceful and
warfree world, has inched his way
closer to being handed the coveted
Nobel Peace Prize. President Ron-
ald Wilson Reagan may yet have
his greatest acting performance
ahead of him.
Please help with this. Are we
rewarding Reagan's peaceful se-
cret bombing of the Nicaraguan
harbor? Was it his peace mission in
Lebanon resulting in the deaths of
hundreds of American peace-
keepers whose ability to keep peace
was directly proportional to their
ability to handle a deadly weapon?
Perhaps Reagan's achievement in
the promotion of peace has been
the harsh back hand he's shown the
South African government for its
system of apartheid. "It's barbar-
ic!" cries Reagan. "It's dehuman-
izing, immoral, and offensive to
every standard of human decency
as defined by any society. Of
course, that's not to say, we'd mind
reaping the benefits of your slave
society. Hey, a guy's gotta look out
Silkin Poetry
By JONATHAN BARCLAY
Jon Silkin, one of England's pre-
mier poets, gave a reading of his
poetry this past Sunday afternoon
in Lowry Center 119. The reading
was sponsored by The Wooster
Review.
Since the publication of his first
book, "The Peaceable Kingdom, "in
1954, Silkin has authored seven
other collections of poetry, several
cf which he used in his reading. As
well as this previously published
material, Silkin read from some of
his newest poetry which is yet to be
published.
Reading for just over an hour,
Silkin also commented on "his work
and his life, providing informative
insights to the poems he read.
Born in London in 1930, Silkin
worked as a construction laborer
for several years of his early adult
life. He has since that time worked
as professor, researcher, schoo-
lteacher, and as a writer under
stipend of the North England Arts
Council.
Silkin spent a number of years in
the English department at the Uni-
versity of Leeds. England, and he
presently teaches an adult educa-
tion course in writing and a class
on World War I poetry at a type of
community college in England. An
authority on World War I poetry.
Silkin has written a critical study
entitled "Out of Battle." (1972) and
has edited "The Penguin Book of
First World War Poetry." (1979).
He also tours America once a year,
this particular . trip he will make
appearances at, among others,
Washington and Jefferson Universi-
ty and Ashland College.
The founder and co-edit- or of
Stand Magazine, a somewhat left-win- g
literary journal published
quarterly, Silkin has a sincere con- -
Chanied
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for number one. Naughty. Naugh-
ty."
So what could it be? Let's see.
Last year Bishop Tutu. This year
Ronald Reagan (maybe). Who
would be the logical person to
follow in succession; of course, the
prince of peace himself. Colonel
Kaddafy. I mean come on people, I
need help here. Could it be that the
ugly head of political partisianship
has reared itself amongst the Nobel
committee members. Albert. Al
bert. Albert.
.
Where did we go
wrong? You used to make us so
proud, giving awards out to such
distinguished humanitarians as Dr.
Martin Luther King and Albert
Einsuen.
Now you nominate a man who
says one of your selections may
have been a communist, and has
organized our nation's scientists to
use the other's brilliant theories to
create the largest nuclear buildup
in the history of all humanity. In
the end the dilemma, as I see it, in
rewarding Reagan; the Nobel
Peace Prize isn't a lack of achieve
ment in the area of peace and
human rights, but rather a lack of
concern.
So committee members, of this I
warn you. Do not be surprised if in
the dead of night, in future years,
thieves do come to rob you blind.
And when you awake to find all
things of value snatched from un-
derfoot, feel not dismay nor shock
to see among the discarded, passed
over items the prize you hold so
dear. For a thief's sense of value
is. as it must be, acute; he'll
instantly recognize what your prize
has become. And so you'll have
your Nobel Peace Prize safe in
hand, but that is all. That is all.
cern for his world and what Profes-
sor Michael Allen of the English
department describes as "a very
feisty integrity" which pervades
his poetry.
Silkin's reading on Sunday re
flected that character. In preface
to some of his poems, Silkin com-
mented on England's present social
and political condition, his poetry
further expressing his thoughts. As
an English Jew, Silkin also incorpo
rated historical Hebrew elements
into his work, some of which were
evident in his reading Sunday.
That Silkin is truly a master of
the language drew together the
widely varying elements of his
reading. Even from the relatively
small amount of material Silkin
read, his uniquely sharp imagery
and concern with translating real
experience into vital and smooth
verse became evident to the audi-
ence.
In one of his most recent books,
"The Psalms with their Spirits,"
(1980), a cover note comments:
"Moral concern and a desire for
growth are still his objectives; his
moods intimate and immediate
pity, anger, and sensuousness."
A note in his "Selected Poems,'
(19X0) elaborates: "Throughout,
Silkin's principal themes-beco-me
apparent, those of enrichment and
growth through an apprehension of
the most painful parts of human
existence, and their inseparable co
existence with joy.
These two books will soon be
available in Andrews Library, do
nated by The Wooster Review.
As a postscript to Jon Silkin's
enjoyable visit to Wooster, expect
to see some of his poetry in an




The Count Basie Orchestra
Lowry Center. Photo by Lisa McGillNews Services.
Internationalist
BY KARL EISENHOWER
'War prisoners apart, the average
citizen of Oceana never set eyes on a
citizen of either Eurasia or
Eastasia, and he is forbidden the
knowledge of foreign languages. If
he were allowed contact with
foreigners he would discover that
they are creatures similar to himself
and that most of what he has been
told about them is lies. The sealed
world in which he lives would be
broken, and the fear, hatred and
self-righteousn- ess on which his
morale depends might evaporate.
George Orwell, 1984.
Although President . Reagan en--
oys the support of the overwhelm
ing majority of Americans as he
begins his second term, many
Americans question the direction of
the President's foreign policy. Terry
Sanford. former governor of North
Carolina, asserts that America
should not fight aggression with ag-
gression. We are not suited to fill the
role of bully. What sets Americans
apart is our unique role as the freest
people on earth. Governor Sanford
says. "It is not at all adequate to
ook on ourselves as merely one
more powerful nation competing on
the same level with another power
ful nation, a people struggling mere-
ly for military supremacy, as roughs
and toughs on the same schoolyard.
We are different. We hold trust for
destiny." In other words, we should
aspire to higher goals than competi-
tion; our goal should be to make
ourselves an example of what a na-
tion of free people can achieve. In
stead of isolating ourselves with a
wall of military might we should
form as many cultural and economic
ties with other nations as possible,
even with nations we consider our
enemies, so that they can learn from
our example, and so that we can
learn from them.
Yet it is understandable why a
policy of aggressiveness would find
widespread support. Our parents
and grandparents grew up in a dif-
ferent world from the one in which
we live. They fought and died in the
First and Second World Wars,
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performing last Saturday night in
Cuban Missile Crisis taught them to
fear the Russians, and that fear
became fear of anyone different
from them. That is why Senator Mc-
Carthy was able to sway people, why
the civil rights movement en-
countered so much resistance.
President Reagan's policies soothe
those fears, but they are not good
enough for us.
We live in a different world. A
world in which anyone can build the
Bomb. But also, a world in which we
have opportunities to come in con-
tact with people with different
backgrounds from our own, to learn
one of the most important lessons in
life: that people are people. If we
take advantage of these op-
portunities, we can develop the at-
titudes we need to find solutions to
the problems that our parents'
generation has been unable to solve.
The first step is losing our fear of
people different from ourselves, and
there is no better opportunity to do
that then here at the College of
Wooster. There are 144 international
students enrolled at the college. The
majority of them are from third
world countries and hare had ex-
periences that we will never have.
We can learn a lot from them and
they can learn a lot from us. but
neither will learn anything if we fear
and avoid one another. In addition,
your four years here at Wooster may
be your last opportunity to meet peo-
ple who have not grown up in the
same environment as you have.
Most of us will graduate and move
back to the lilly-whi- te neighborhoods
we grew up in, back to the security
of being surrounded by people
similar to ourselves. Today is your
best opportunity to remove your
blinders and profit from Wooster's
cultural richness. The International
Student's Association is sponsoring
an International Fair in Lowry all
day today. Go to the International
Fair and introduce yourself to some
people there. Say, "Hello. My name
i5 and lam from . Tell
me about your country." You have
nothing to lose but a narrower view
of the world, and our country needs a
generation of open-mind- ed people to
solve the problems of the future.






rtr Kwame Ture. formerly
known as Stokely Carmichael, will
speak on the "Role of African(black) Students in the 80's" at
Tuesday's convocation in Mateer
Auditorium at 11 a.m. Ture is a
Black Leader in Residence at tne
College of Wooster.
Graduating from Howard Un-versi- ty
In 1964, Ture earned a B.A.
in philosophy. He was awarded his
Honorary Doctorate of Philosophy
,by Shaw University in 1971.
, Ture, one ox tne leading organiz-
ers of the Student Non-viole- nt Coor-
dinating Committee (SNCC) was an
active leader in the Civil Rights
Movement ana me uiacx rower
Movement of the 1960's. Ture, a
Freedom Rider, helned to organize
the Mississippi Freedom Democrat-
ic Party which challenged the regu
lar Democratic rarty in me iwt
Atlantic City Democratic National
Convention. He also became the
prime minister of the Black Pan
ther Party from wnicn ne later
resigned.
Tn the earlv 1970'a. Tore moved
to the Republic of Guinea, West
Africa, to unite tne ducks oi ine
western hemisphere with those in-
volved in the African Revolution.
Currently, he is a representative of
All-Afric- an People's Revolution
Party which he helped to organize.
Through traveling he has worked
with many national and Interna-
tional organizations representing
the Arab People and Palestinians,
the Indian and Chicano People, the
Irish, the Vietnamese, Koreans,
and the Japanese people.
In an attempt to recruit students,
he has spoken at colleges in the
United States. Africa, the Caribbe-
an, the Middle East, and Europe




General Assembly, Feb. 11. 7:30
p.m.
Discussed Status of Women
Committee will release applications
for positions by March 1. Right now
they are concentrating on the ten
ure process. Hoiaen, Kenaraen,
Douglass and probably Babcock
will be kept open during break.
Approved Money for MCAT
practice tapes for the pre med club
has been denied. Instead. $50 will
be allocated for speakers, $10 fqeaJ
transportation and $125 to the
men's volleyball club.
Buses to various destinations for
spring break will be canceled due
to lack of support.
Pep rally will be postponed to
next semester.
Applications available Judicial
Board, Trustee Committees, Pot-
pourri Editors, available. Feb. 25.
New People's Directory editors,
due March 6.
Faculty Committees, March 1,
due March a. '- -; : -- .
.Election Results Vinca Fras-xin- i,
125; Kris Pflumm, M.
Vince Frazzini. P.R. SGA Box
1157. Ext 2719. -
Office hours Tues.r 4-- $. Thurs.
lM2.Fri.2-4- . f . -SGA is an organization formed by
ouj cwucciiu, Kuuipiauiia, vi iuca,please talk to a SGA representative
or attend a general assembly meet-
ing. These meetings are held very













The Bach Festival Sunday Cham-
ber Recitils at the CoUege of Woosr
ter conclude this --weekend with two
programs on Feb. 24. At 4 p.m. in
llackey Hall, three contrasting
cantatas for voice and instruments
will be presented. At 7:30 p.m.
organists John Russell and David
ft wilt rirfnrm thir recitalIUUIM W M W -
originally scheduled Feb. 10. It's
scheduled at rirsi rresoyienan
rfcnmh at th corner of East Bow
man and College. Both programs
are onen to the public .without
Rath rnmnosed more than 200
canUtas, the overwhelming majori -
ty of which were sacred in nature.
But several were secular and even
humorous. Scheduled for the 4 p.m.
nwital are Cantata 82 for baritone
m hin ntwv atrinffi. and contin- -
uo; CanUU 1211 (also known as the
Coffee CanUU) lor soprano, tenor,km flnt strings, and eontinuo:
and CanUU 51 for soprano, trum
Vocal soloists include uaie
Moore, baritone; Mary Bucher, so-
prano; Patrick Gorman, tenor; and
Deanna Peden, soprano.
Moore will sing tne cantau 82
and the role of father Schlendrian
in the Coffee CanUU. He has
performed these works with the St
Louis Symphony and eisewnere.
Moore is on The College of Wooster





.Bucner. eum-nu- y a teacner in
the Wayne County Schools, has had
wide experience in oratorio and
kpera She was soprano soloist in
December for Bach's Christmas
Oratorio here and was the countess
in the 1980 presenUtlon of "The
Marriage of Figaro." Bucner win
sing the role of daughter Lissie in
Itne coffee canuu.
Gorman, a College of Woosterjunior from i Millersburg. nas tne
frole of narrator in the Coffee Can--
Africa Week
New York believes that she wOl be
able to witness the abolishment of
apartheid in South Africa.
Ivan Van Sertima. a native Afri-
can, spoke on "Africans in America.
Before Columbus" at Tuesday's
convocation. The presentation in-
cluded clarifying misunderstand-
ings about African civilization, the
earliest .scholars of scientific
knowledge, Christopher Columbus,
and the early inhabiUnts of Ameri-
ca. During the convocation, Serti-
ma showed slides of actual discov-
eries in support of his lecture. He
also spoke on his book They Came
Before ColumbuM at the Black
Studies Seminar and held a book
signing session between events.
Psychologist and hypnotist Dr.
Claudius R.. Walker, father of jun-
ior Bernice Walker, presented a
lecture Thursday on "Psychology
of Human Rulattons." Walker, who
received his early education in the
Bahamas, West Indies, graduated
from Florida A A If University
with an education in biology hem --
istryscience and art He received
his doctoral education at the Uni-
versity of Heidelberg and St An-
drew's University with a PhD in
psychology and a DSc in physiolo-
gy. Later he engaged in post-
doctoral studies at American Uni-
versity. Michigan SUte University
. . Bach Festival participanU Jack RusselMleft)




Pan Africa Week concludes to-
night with Ixulu dancers in McGaw
Chapel at 7:30 p.m.
The Ixulu dancers, originally
from South Africa, will perform a
combination of traditional daneejuA song- - They will convey a mes-
sage for blacks in Afriea and
America. Currently, the Ixulu dan-
cers have their headquarters in
New York City but perform Inter
nationally.
This year was the first time that
Black History Week and Afriea
Week were combined. The emphas-
is for the week is to unite all people
from the continent of Africa.
Pan Africa Week began with the
Sathima Bea Benjamin Jass Com-
bo. Satbima Bea Benjamin, an
internationally known South Afri-
can Jazx singer with a racially
mixed heriUge. was born in Cape
Town. She established herself as
the leading female vocalist in Cape-
town in the 1950's. She --traveled
around Europe, carrying the Cape--
A l A I I. iL. IWAIa Ck. mm
influenced by Duke Ellington, who
helped her to settle in the United
States where she continues to pro-
mote Ellington's works in combina-
tion with songs of South. Africa.
Benjamin, an exile from South
Africa, who is currently living in
pet, strings, and eontinuo. UU. He appeared with the Ohio
Light Opera Company in 1984 and
had the role of Dr. Blind in "Die
Fledermaus."
Peden. a senior from Madison,
was recently soprano soloist in
Orffs "Carmina Burana" with the
Wooster Symphony. She was Rosal-
inda in "Die Fledermaus," and on
Sunday will perform Bach's most
famous canUU for solo soprano
with trumpet obligate.
Peden. whose senior recual is
scheduled March l,.was first place
Iwin n er in the National Association of
Teachers of Singing Regional Stu
dent Auditions.
InstrumenUl soloist win be oboist
iJames Byo, head of the Wooster
High School Music Department;
Brenda Wagers, principal flutist of
the Wooster Symphony Orchestra;
trumpeter. Wesley Taylor, a junior
from Parma; violinists, Charles
Breckling, a sophomore from
Cleveland Heights, and Susan
Limkemann, a freshman from Bay
Village; and harpsichordist David
Dunnett
Others assisting will be violinists
Shareen Hertel of Grand Rapids,
Mich, and Poh Poh Gan of Malay-
sia; violist Barbara Holden of
Wooster; cellist Jennifer Hillmer of
Tiffin; and bassoonist Peggy S tin-so- n.
The 7:30 p.m. organ recital,
which had been originally sched-
uled Feb. 10, will include "Prelude
and Fugue in C Major": three
settings of "Come Now, Savior of
the World"; Trio Sonata- - V in C
Major; "Deck Thyself, My Soul,
with Gladness"; and "Passacaglia
and Fugue in C Minor."
Russell is on the College of Woo-
ster music faculty and is organist
and director of music at First
Presbyterian Church. Dunnett a
native of England spending this
year in Wooster. is organist and




Walker is the author of five books
and over 500 articles on a variety of
topics. He has lectured internation-
ally, including the Caribbean and
Africa. He is listed in "Who's Who
in American Education, ' "Leaders
in American Science" and "Books
in Print in the English Language."
Currently he is the Director of
Walker Research Institute in Day-
ton, Ohio and conducts a private
practice in psychology and hand-
writing 'analysis.
During Pan Africa Week a film
called "Hunger Knows My Name"
and "South Afriea Belongs To Us"
were shown. "Art Endangered A.
Glimpse of a Dying Art," a video
about South African-ar- t was also
presented.
. "soutn Atnca Belongs , to us."
was secretly filmed by two black
women. The film interviewed five
typical South African women and
focused on the insights of four
black female activists.
The co-chairper- sons of Pan Afri
ea Week are Solomon Ngubane and
Pat Parker. Other members on the
committee include John Queener,.
Bernice Walker, Priscilia --Cooper,
Jonathan Deenik, Doug MeCul- -
lough, Fred Lumpkin. Grant Stev-
enson. Regina Oduba. and David
Continued on Page 11 . .
Scene from Gingerbread Lady pictured is Courtenay Selby. Photo
by Jeff PrivetteNews Services
The Gingerbread Lady
By JANET IfeCSACKEN
-- After months of hard work and
persistence, Jamie Haskins, a sen-
ior theatre major, will be able to
see the. results of his dedicated
efforts. His senior independent
study project concentrated on the
directing of Neil Simon's, "The
Gingerbread Lady,". which will be
performed in the Schoolroy Theatre
February 22, 23, and 28, March 1
and 2.
Jamie ha not entered this
project .without prior experience.
He directed "Behind The Lights"
for Scott Paynter during his sopho-
more year and "You Couldn't Have
Done It Without Me" for Jeff Rider
and Maria WhiUker during hisjunior year. The theatre has always
captured Jamie's interest and he
feels "Directing encompasses ev-
ery aspect of theatre."
What does directing a play actu-
ally involve? To begin with. Jamie
held auditions in December and
chose his six member cast from. a
group of 20. He is responsible for
minor script alterations, blocking,
character analysis, scheduling re-
hearsals, selection of the technical
director, and many more behind
the scenes jobs.
Jamie chose "The Gingerbread
Lady for several reasons. First it
is a comedy-dram- a that will bal-
ance well with the other two main
stage productions. Secondly, Jamie
admires Neil Simon's work and
notes that it is rarely performed at
the College. Lastly. AnetU Jeffer
son, his advisor, recommended u
as a ttjay with strong women's
Charlie King
Comes
By ROB BO WE
If you're wondering what to do
Friday. Mar. l, wandering over io
. Mom's Truck Stop at Lowry may
.be the thing to do.
Singer and guitarist Charlie King
will be performing his songs at 8:30
o.m.
Charlie King, a well known folk
musician, has lead an active life in
since the '.
He wasEilitksvolved in the Goldwater cam
paign and the. Vietnam War. He
also spent two years at John Caro-ro-ll
University and then returned to
his home-sUt- e of Massachusetts to
finish college. Then, when he
worked with the united Farm
Workers Union, he was greatly
impressed by the way in which
music was used in organising the
union. "It was the Farm workers
who brought home to me the politi--
roles an'd a manageable east size.
Although the play focuses on an ex-nightc- lub
singer's struggle to over-
come alcoholism. Jamie sUtes, "It
still has a funny, comic aspect to
it" This combination of drama and
humor is characteristic of Neil
Simon's work that Jamie wants to
portray. In his paper, a required
part of his LS.. Jamie examined
the critics' evaluations of Simon
and found that they often felt Si-
mon's plays achieved nothing but
empty humor. However, Jamie be-
lieves "The Gingerbread Lady"
has a message to offer as it focuses
on the attempt to succeed in life
and the ability to struggle onward.
- The six member fast consists of:
Courtenay Selby, Sara Lake, PaulaInk ETHIlaV ll Pih
vis, and Andy Horning. They gener-
ally have rehearsals in the even-
ings anywhere from two to three
ana a nan nours. vunng wis ume
period, Jamie works with them on
vocalizing, controlled breathing,
and relaxation as well as intensi-
fied work on one or more parts of
the script - '
After this year, Jamie will travel
to New York City in order to "find
out where he fits in." His plans are
not definite. He only wants "to
have a look," as he likes to say, but
whatever he finds, his experiences
in directing will certainly prove to
be beneficial
Since seating is limited, tickets
should be reserved from the Freed-land- er
Theatre box office by calling
263-224- 1. Admission is free for
C.O.W. students.
To Mom 's
caJ J folk muiic." King
revealed.
'Since then.-Kin- g has become a
lively and diligent participant in
the disarmamentanti-wa- r move-
ment In the late 1970s, he carried
further his political activities by
involving himself in an anti-nucle- ar
movement in New Hampshire and
again in 1977 in large demonstra- -
uoo wua umhoct group.
The organisation Songs of Free-
dom and Struggle, of which Charlie
is a member, has a nationwide
membership open to anyone who is
doing political music. However
over the past years Charlie has
been making music his life. His
Isongwriting and traveling has
neipea io expand me crowing
awareness of government inein- -
ciency and the problems facing
Continued on Page t
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Last semester, three of us (Jane
Budd. Elizabeth Bacon, and Julia
Church) escaped the confines of
Wooster for "that toddling town."
Chicago. In one semester, we sur-
vived intense academic challenges,
tolerated cockroaches and falling
ceilings in our apartments, experi-
enced the culture that only a big
city can offer, and made lifetime
friends with our peers and profes-
sors.
You, too, can experience life and
I.S. in new and different ways at
the Newberry Library in Chicago.
Every fall, the ACM and GLCA
sponsor an independent study semi-
nar in the humanities at the New-
berry. Under the direction of two or
three ACM or GLCA professors,
students explore a broad interdisci-
plinary topic through class read-
ings and discussions, and then fo-
cus in on their own independent
research projects.
The topics differ from year to
year. In 1984, we studied Crime and
Justice in Literature and History,
and in 1985, the course will deal
with Play and Society in Literature
and History. It will be taught by
Professor Phyllis Gorfain, from
Oberlin College, and Professor
John Shanklin. From DePaul Uni-
versity.
Students are encouraged to use
the fantastic .special collections at
the Newberry. Primarily a library
for the study of history and the
.humanities, its holdings are espe-
cially strong in Renaissance histo-
ry. Music history. Native American
history. Genealogy, American and
English literature, history, of Car-
tography, and much more.'
Students are treated as Research
Fellows at the Newberry, and the
staff and other Fellows are gener-
ally helpful and often very interest-
ed '.f. 'he projects being
researched. We were also able to
find part-tim- e jobs in the library as
research assistants, clerks, and the
like.
Academically, the program chal-
lenged our critical thinking and
writing abilities, and we became
adept at effectively using a large,
closed-stac- k research library.
Wooster students in the past have
completed Junior I.S. at the New-
berry. And the seminar is unique in
its availability to Wooster seniors,
because the main part of the pro-
gram, a 40-60-p- age paper, can be
incorporated into a Senior LS.
The Newberry program Is open
to any humanities major. Our
group was mainly made up of
English and History majors, but
Sociology, Philosophy, Music, and
Women's Studies were also repre-
sented. Students leave with a full
semester of credit, distributed ac-
cording to the work they did.
OK. so the program is really
Track Stop last Saturday. Pboto
academic, right? Well, yes but
there was so much more to it For
one thing, we lived - and worked
with 25 other college students, all
from small liberal arts colleges.
Therefore, we were with a group of
people from similar backgrounds
and experiences. But commonality
stopped there. Our group was real-
ly diverse in its personalities, inter-
ests, reasons for being at the New-
berry and in Chicago, and reactions
to the program and to the city. All
were strong thinkers and a chal-
lenge to be with in class and
socially.
And what a social group we
were! We worked hard, but we
played hard, too. Chicago, has so
much to offer: blues bar, interest-
ing out-of-the-w- ay restaurants and
bars, movies you can't see any-
where but in a big city, great pizza,
museums, opera, jazz, dusty used
book and record stores. Lake Mich-
igan, music in the streets, baseball,
people to watch, zoos. And it's easy
to get anywhere on public transpor-
tation.
Furthermore, the ACM has se-
cured new housing for Newberry
students, which are located closer
to the Library, and to the great
Rush Street strip of bars and res-
taurants a social center in Chica-
go. Apparently, the apartments
themselves are much cleaner (no
cockroaches!), more spacious, and
better equiped than the ones in
which we lived.
As with probably all off-camp-us
programs that involve living on
vour own in a new nlace. the
Newberry program forced us all to
grow up in lots of ways, we came
from small-tow- n colleges to a big.
tense, and exiting city, and
:iad to learn to cope with a
completely different existence.
What we learned, felt, and lived
both good and not so good during
our Chicago semester enhanced our
enure wooster careers.
We encourage students of any
humanities major, intersted in an
academic, cultural, and social off--
campus experience to consider the
Newberry Library program. This
Mondav. February 25. there will be
an ooen meeting for all students
interested in the program. It will
be at 6:30 p.m. in Lowry 119, and
Professor Gorfain will be there to
answer questions. She will also be
available from 3-- 5 p.m. that day in
Lowry 119 to speak with interested
students. Those wanting to 'speak
with her then should contact -- Pro
fessor Paul Christianson, the cam-
pus representative for the pro-gram, at X2577. Wooster
participants from last fall's semi
nar will also be at the campus
meeting, or if you would like to talk
to us personally, feel free to con
tact us any time: Elizabeth Bacon,
C-11- 10, Jane Budd. C-12- 42, or Julia
Church C-13- 42.
Corp. Prog's
BY SUSAN SKORUPA(CPS) - Students at McDonald's(Hamburger University in Oak
Brook. 111., live in McLodges and
earn degrees in Hamburgerology.
But they also work with state-ox--
the-a- rt technology, endure rigorous
training in management, com-
munications and business skills, and
can earn up to 18 credits toward ft
food service management
associates degree.
And slowly but surely, a recent
report on how much companies
spend to re-educ- ate college grads
concludes, corporate schools like
Hamburger U. are becoming more
and more like colleges.
McDonald's is one of some 400 cor
porations spending millions each
vear on emolovee education oro--
grams to fill in the gaps left by tradi
tional education, and to provide
specialized training for specific
The typical college graduate naa
accrued a degree and a good
cademic education." explains
Donald Conover, spokesman for
AT&T's Corporate Education Center
in New Jersey.
But students "need a transition
from a broad college base to the
more specific applications
necessary to do a job," he adds.
Corporate courses range from
high school basics to specialized
operations training, and students in-
clude dropouts and PhDs.
The axe or bign-tec- n nas movea
in rapidly," says Nell Enrich, author
of the recent Carnegie Institute
study of corporate classrooms. "It's
necessary to educate workers in ad-
vanced information, to give addi
tional instruction constantly."
'It's an extension of the uie-um- g
learning concept," explains Jim
Pavlakis. developer oi cnesapeaxe
and Potomac Telephone's corporate
education program. "Even if
schools are doing a beautiful job.
Ain't Misbehavin'
By RUBY FANNING I
The Wooster community was pri
vileged with the fantastic per
oral ance of the Off-Broadw- ay pro
duction of "Ain't Misbehavin." The
production took place on Thursday,
Feb. 7, in Mcuaw cnapeL The
church was packed with students,
professors and townspeople. The
audience joined, in singing and tap-
ping their feet, all sharing -- in the
experience of the evening. Here
some students share their views on
the evening.
I thought it was really good,"
stated sophomore Leslie Davis. "I
enjoyed myself very much. It was
fantastic experience. I'm glad i
was given the opportunity to see it I
hope they have more snows uxe itit was a great performance, mere
was a problem with the acoustics,
but despite that, I think the audi-
ence really enjoyed it"
Freshman, Duane Peek, wno baa
seen it performed on off-Broadw- ay




Continued from Page 11
University of Pittsburgh adminis
trators have defended their refusal
to divest claiming adherence to the
Sullivan Principles.
But "the principles dont have
much effect now." aays U. Pitt
student government spokesman
Luke Kluchko: "Divestment is the
only answer."
"It's inappropriate to profit from
apartheid." agrees David Goldstein
of the Harvard Law Review.
Harvard is commonly credited
with an enlightened investment pol-
icy, but Goldstein says university
Move Closer To College Business
employees need opportunities to
avoid job obsolescence."
Nearly 8.000 of CAT'S 30.000
employees currently use one of three
corporate education plans: in-hou- se
or home study courses in specific job
training and basic education, or tui-
tion aid. providing access to all
schools in the area.
The company expanded its initial
tuition aid program 15 years ago to
include undereducated and entry
level employess. Pavalakis says.
"In 1969. it became a huge pro-
gram attempting to provide basis
skill education to help employees
qualify for better jobs," he notes.
"Then affirmative action pressure
convinced us to offer non-traditio- naljob training."
AT&T began corporate education
in 1895. Conover says, "accelerating
the concept at about the same rate
as knowledge accelerated."
This year, the company will log
360.000 student-day- s of training at
three large corporate education
centers and 12 regional facilities.
Many are stressing basic skills
courses more and more. Carnegie's
Enrich contends.
"It's a question of getting basic
skills," she says. "Corporations are
doing a lot of work in basic instruc-
tion, in reading, writing, math, ef-
fective listening and speaking."
Polaroid' 30-year-- old program
stresses reading, writing and gram-
mar, and career planning counsel-
ing, in addition to management and
high-tec- h courses, says public rela-
tions spokeswoman Maria Wilhelm.
Nearly 2.500 students per
semester fOl over 100 courses, most
taught by Polaroid employees, she
adds.
Corporate education's influence
on traditional iiigher education is




Galloway, American Council on
second time that I had seen it, and
I thought that the production wasjust as good as the .first The
singing was. very good, i leu mat
the sound was weak. The church
was not the best place to perform it
because of the acoustics. Everyone
could have gotten more out of it if
they could have understand what
was being sung better. In spite of
that, the audience's, reaction was
good. It's nice to ave things like
that on campus."
Karl Eisenhower, freshman.
--agreed with the other students. "I
thought it was alot of fun. I think
the audience seemed to enjoy it
thought it was great how everyone
sung along with the performers on
"Fat and Greasy." Wooster shouldbring in more entertainment like
that"
Karl also agreed that the acous
tics were bad, but in spite of baa
sound, the audience was able to
enjoy the whole play. It was a real
treat to everyone in the Wooster
community.
administrators resist total divesti-
ture in favor of companies claiming
Sullivan compliance.
The Law Review divestment is
"in conjunction with pressure from
students and faculty,'.' he says.
."The growing awareness will pres-
sure the administration because
our act alone won't make the dif-
ference.
"After all," he concludes, "it's
more significant if Harvard Univer-
sity divests than the Harvard Law
Review."
Education (ACE) spokeswoman.
Last year. ACE performed ac
creditation evaluations for nearly
150 corporate education programs,
she says and many "look com-
parable to programs offered in
traditional college settings."
"It's no reflection on nigner
education," AT&T's Conover insists.
Universities provide the fun
damentals, foundation and advanc-
ed work in a field at a theoretical
level." -
The corporations move "theory in
to practice, focusing on applications
in the context of a particular cor-
poration," he adds. " .
"University training is tnorougn
and general." agrees McDonald's
Terri Capatosto. "But universities
usually educate more to arts and
general information. We focus on
more specific food service ana peo
ple skills." -
Colleges feel the corporate
squeeze as more programs seek ac- - ,
creditation. more professors and
professionals cross-ove- r to teach
and do research, and as business
giants like Rand and Wang open
degree-grantin- g institutions.
"But colleges understand our
needs and are trying to do something
about them," C and P's Pavlakis
" ' -
-
-- s :says. v
Corporations need to use both
theoretical and practical education.
AT&T's Conover adds. "We're work-
ing with universities for a produc-
tive relationship."
Continued from Page X
magnificent structure in the world.
Hot because it was the tallest struc
ture in the world, not because ft
was the strongest or most practi
cal, but simply because Germans
had built it In Munich I saw a pcotJ
enunciation of an American com-
puter, but when I pointed out our
own fair country's superiority in
this field. I was greeted only by
blank stares . and . silence. At last
one technician' spoke in halting
English, "Vut do you vot see? Vhis
is German comvuter." Ah yes my
good man. forgive me for asking.
No where is this unfounded self-congratulat- ion
more evident than in
regard to the Second World War.
Many times I was Uken to the site
of a humiliating defeat and in-
formed that it was a place of
national pride because Germans
had lost there, and lost the field
with German-mad- e tanks to boot'
So far as I can gather this outra- -
train of thought is traeablefeousack to something named
"Goerthe," who is mentioned "V?
erywhere and I secretly believe to
be a eow of a legendary proportions
and will speak of in a later column.
For now let it suffice that most of
the German prisoners condemned
to die during the war were not so
much upset over their . upcoming
demise as by the fact that it would
not be accomplished with German
bullets. - -- . -
Therefore, my second piece of
advice is for travelers, in Bavaria
to beware of dogs. And if one is
olannins on lodging with a German
family, by all means wear gaiters,!
or better yet, wear rough canvas,
pants with the consistancy of sand--J
paper. Furthermore protest the sit-- j
' nation of the Turks at every oeca-- f
sion. For .they are a . people
oppressed, a people excluded
-- VUVHUWtKD' VUII IUI WW IW HJpolyester by what canonly be
beled as blatent racism. To cite
-- old war horse: "loyalty to a petri
Med opinion has never yet broke
chain or freed a human soul," an




Tuesday i FebruaryMangosuthu Buthelezi, chief of
six million African Zulus, reminded
Washington that Reagan's criticism
of apartheid, although deserving of
praise, nar not helped the 21 mil- -
lion black South Africans
.
to im
prove their living conditions
Defense Secretary Caspar Wein-
berger, in his annual 'posture state
ment' on the U.S. military budget,
defended the proposexl29 billion
increase in defense spitding. Wein
berger told the Senavt that the
budget increase is the lowest possi
ble to still insure protection against
a growing soviet threast ; Many
Senators said it will be cut
New Zealand refused a second
Washington request to dock war
ships. Prime Minister Lange will
allow the battleships to dock if they
carry .no nuclear arms. The U.S.
says the stalemate threafr is Aus
tralian-Ne- w Zealand (AN ZDS alli
'ance." -- v-
The . Spanish government ended
its blockade of Gibralter allowing
unrestricted traffic to pass for the
first .time since 1969. A British
colony since 1713, many of the
residents do not wish to become
Spanish eitisens.
2,318 miners abandoned Britains
10 month coal strike setting a
single-da- y record. 81,000 of the
187,000 striking miners have re-
turned to work.
Wednesday f February
Edwin Meese's nomination as at-
torney general passed the Senate
panel of the Judiciary Committee.
12-- 6. A Senate confirmation later
this month is expected, .v
President Reagan continued to
warn New Zealand that if might
limit bilateral ties. New Zealand
has refused to dock nuclear war-
ships. '
r Seweryn Blumsztajn. a Solidarity
activist was denied entry to Poland
after a three year exile in Paris.
Officials said that his passport was
invalid.
Soviet soldiers opened fire into an
Afghan market killing 45 people.
The shooting in Kandahar was to
avenge Moslem rebel's murder of a
Communist party official.
Thursday T February
- Moscow has confirmed that party
leader Chernenko. 73, is 01, al-
though it is not known how serious
his health condition is.
The U.S. will Investigate the
-- whereabouts of Josef Mengele, ex-secr- et
police major and Nazi doc-
tor: He is believed to be hiding in
" Paraguay. Post-w- ar U.S. involve-
ment will also be examined.
A 8850 : million farm operating
?uaranteed loan program thatresident Reagan started during
his re-electio- n: campaign - will' be
liberalized to ' help farmers ease
their financial burdens. - --
Friday t February .
A Polish court convicted 3 secret
policeman in the kidnapping-murde- r
last October of Jerry Popieluss
ko, a Pro-solidari- ty .. priest Ex-Capta- in
Grzegorz Piotrowski and
ex-Colo- nel Adam Pietruszka were
sentenced to 25 years in prison, the
maximum: penalty before death.
Two accomplices were sentenced to
15 and 14 years .respectively. The
public trial was unprecedented in
the Soviet bloc. - .- -.
.
- Lung cancer has replaced breast
cancer as the leading fatal cancer
in woman, according to the Ameri-
can Cancer Society: - -
Opposition leader Kirn' Dae Jung
returned to South Korea accompan-
ied by 34 supporters including 4
U.S. officials. His arrival was
'BIG
planned to help the oppositions
hopes to cut President Chun Doo
Hwan's parliamentary majority.
Saturday 9 February
New extorts are reportedly being
made to rescue 1500 Ethiopian
Jews from the Sudan. Funding
efforts in Jewish communities
across the world are in progress.
South Korean dissident leader
Kim Dae Jung appeared to be
under hosue arrest A formal pro
test has been presented by the U.S.
to South -- Korea concerning the
treatment that Kim and 4 leaders
of the American escort delegation.
Kim and the delegation were forci-
bly separated by security men at
the South Korean airport
President Reagan, nominated
Vernon A. Walters to replace Jeane
Kirkpatrick as ambassador to the
United Nations. Vernon, 68, was a
former deputy director of the CIA
and has strong anti-commun- ist
views similar to those held by
Kirkpatrick.
..
The South African government
will open 44. business districts in
Johannesburg to merchants to all
races. The country may be grad-
ually dismantling the system of
apartheid but opponents say it is
only superficial.
Israel has given approval in
principle to the U.S. to build a
powerful transmitter for Voice of
America broadcasts into the Soviet
Union. Technical negotiations will
begin soon although Israel fears the
Soviet Union will tighten already
severe restraints on Jewish emi-
gration.
Sunday 10 February
Seaul blames dissident leader
Kim Dae Jung for striking a police-
man and causing a disturbance
when he landed at Seaul airport
after his exile in the U.S. Four
American officials whho accompan-
ied Kim support his story. .
Ethiopian leader Menglstu Haiie
Mariam detailed a national plan to
fight the famine th at is affecting 7.5
million people in his country. The
calls for a ban on importedIrianuxury items and a plea to em-
ployed Ethiopians to. give as much
as possible.
western Europe is worried about
the apparent centralization of ter
rorist activities that are pooling
skills and tactics in an attempt to
undermine western democracy.
From November 25 to February 2
there have been 20 terrorist attacks
in Western Europe.
Monday U February
Vernon waiters. Reagan's roving
ambassador-at-larg- e since 1981 will
succeed Jeane Kirkpatrick as Unit-
ed. Nations envoy upon Senate con-
firmation.
Nelson Mandela, - leader- - of the
outlawed African National Con-
gress, rejected the white minority
government's offer to free . him
from jail if he renounced violence..
Mandela was laued tor we in is4
for sabotage.
Union Carbide is providing funds
to create a medical care and re-
search program in Bhopai, India. ,:
Syrians voted to re-eie- ct rresi
dent Hafez Assad to a third 7-y- ear
term. Assad was the only candidate
in the national referendum and is
backed - by Parliament and the
Baath party.
Tuesday 12 February
King Fahd of Saudi Arabia payed
a state visit to the White House .and
urged the - U.S. - to become more
involved in the Mideast peaceprocess. In response. President
Reaxan said that the questions and
conflicts arising in the Mideast 'can
TUS T7CCSTE3 VCICS FRIDAY; FE3. 22.' 1SC3
and should be addressed in direct
negotiation.
Two South African dissidents ac-
cepted conditional releases from
prison after renouncing violence to
end white minority rule. Both had
served more than 20 years of their
life sentences.
A U.S. drug official, Enrique
Salazar Camarena. was kidnapped
in Mexico last Thursday. Suspected
drug traffickers abducted him at
gunpoint in Guadlajara and a $50,-00- 0
reward is offered for informa-
tion concerning his whereabouts.
- Soviet leader Chernenko hasn't
appeared in public since Decem-
ber 27 due to illness.
U.S. and Laotian teams have
begun to excavate a southern Laosjungle site in search of the remains
of 13 U.S. servicemen anied in a
1972 plane crash during the Viet-
nam war. Vietnam may take as
long as a month to return the'
remains of another 5 servicemen
missing in action.
Wednesday 13 February
- President Reagan and Saudi Ara
bian King Fahd expressed hopes
that a Jordan and PLO peace
accord will lead to talks with Is
rael. An Israeli university study en
the Mideast military balance
warned that Syria may go to war if
the accord is successful.
In Lebanon, Israeli-backe- d South
Lebanon - Army militia evacuated
Sidon, ahead of Israel's planned
completion of its withdrawal there
by Monda- y-
According to a report prepared
for Congress, the administration
has deceived Congress about U.S.
involvement in El Salvador provid
ing false and misleading inform a- -'
lion on U.S. aid.
President Reagan, in a New York
Time interview, says that he wants
to develop space-base- d defenses
regardless of any limits the super
powers agree to place on offensive
arms.
The Kremlin cancelled visiting.
Greek Prime Minister Papan- -
dreou's scheduled meeting with
Chernenko because he is ill.
'Thursday 14 February
Details of the PLO-Jordani- an
peace plan - have been released.
Guidelines include an exchange of
.Israeli occupied territory for peace
with the Arabs, the right of Palesti-
nian self-determinat- ion in the
framework of a Palestinian state
confederated with Jordan and a
possible solution to the Palestinian
refdgee problem. .
. Polish police raided a meeting of
top Solidarity leaders near Gdansk
detaining 7 members but allowing
Lech Walnesa to go free. The
activists were discussing a 15-min-- ute
national strike planned for Feb-
ruary 28 to protest a scheduled food
price increase. ...
South African blacks battled po-
lice in segregated townships across
the nation. In Pretoria police used
whips and tear gas to disperse 1.000
youths holding a memorial service
for a slain apartheid activist --
Friday 15 February " - .
Production of illicit drugs stayed
at high levels world-wid- e last year.
Incidents of drug abuse and related
Eroblemsnation.
escalated in every grow-i-g
The U.S.' wotTt dump surplus
dairy products on world markets to
punish New Zealand for barring
visits by nuclear power or nuclear
armed U.S. warships. -
Jeremy Levin, a journalist with
Cable News Network who was ab-
ducted one year ago, escaped un-
harmed in Lebanon. Islamic holy
war terrorists claimed responsibili-
ty for the kidnapping. '
According to Thai officials, thou-
sands of Vietnam troops backed by
tanks captured half of the commu-
nists Khmer Rouge's headquarters
at Phnom Malai and overwhelmed
the Khao Din base.
Saturday II February
The International Chess Federa-
tion halted the world championship
in Moscow after 5 months. Both
players protested the decision and
a new match is scheduled for
September. The tournament was
halted due to exhaustion on the
part of the players. . ..
Two American diplomats were
asked to leave Spain for suspected
spying. They were accused of tak-
ing pictures that supposedly could
be used to learn the frequencies of
top secret communications. '
Authorities brought charges
t gainst 7 Solidarity activists cap-
tured in a police raid of a Solidarity
meeting in Gdansk. Lech Walnesa
was questioned and released.
Vietnamese forces routed the
Khmer Rouge guerrillas from their
last mountain stronghold in west-
ern Cambodia. About 15,000 Thai
villagers were evacuated as the
Vietnamese over-ra- n Phnom Malai
and the Communist Khmer Rouge's
capital of Phun Thmei. . --
Sunday 17 February
Leading Senate Republicans have
rejected President Reagan's pro-
posals to abolish the Small Busi-
ness Administration, the Job Corps
and to restrict eligibility for feder-
ally guaranteed student loans.
President Reagan compared the
Nicaraguan rebels' struggle to the
American Revolution in aa effort to
win congressional approval of 314
million in undercover aid.
Solidarity Chief Lech Walensa
dared communist authorities to ar
rest him and urged workers to take
part in a 15-min- ute strike to protest
a rise in food prices, waiensa couia
be sentenced to 5 years in prison
for continuing to lead the banned




bis lawsuit against CBS one week
before the case was to go to thejury. Westmoreland will receive no
money, no apology and has prom
ised not to bring the case to court
again. CBS will not retract any
information contained in the docu
mentanr or sue Westmoreland for
leaal fees. Both sides claim a
'victory' in the case.
News Connections ;
BYE.HHEFFELFCfGEIl
President Reagan is once again
the topic for my bi-wee- kly frustra-
tion column. I stay awake at night
wondering if the President imbibes
in alcoholic intoxicants. I have
dreams of Ronnie lurching around
the White House completely
shnockered on fine old brandy and
wandering into the computer room
and saying, "look 2nnaney, looaa
all da pwetty lights looka this one.
lets push it an see what it does.
Shnancy would then say, "Oh Ron-
nie, I think your wonderful, look at
all. the pretty fireworks." While I
may wake up from my nightmare,
millions of Russians aren't going to
wake up and say. "Hey Ronnie,
catch a good buzz last night?"
If President Reagan, doesn't stay
up and drink, he must have stayed
up past p.m. tne otner mgni 10
think of this one. In a New York ;
Times interview on Feb. 13, Rea-
gan said that MAD . (Mutual As-
sured Destruction) should be re-
placed by "MAS instead Mutual
Assured Safety." This trendy new
definition for nuclear technology '
has a distinctive Weinbergian fla
vor to it I can't wait for the newdefinition of ICBM's. (Induced Con
scious Bowel Movements), in other
words, this is a pile of . If
that- - happens to be 'Reagan is
right that counts as 13 letters and
I suggest the Wooster remedial
education plan ... Oooooops, Rea-
gan cut the funding for that last
week.)
There was another re-defin- ed
ICBM in the news last week. Rea-
gan is starting up his campaign to
provide Nicaraguan rebels with $14
million in aid. Their struggle was
compared to the American Revolu-
tion in which our forefathers fought
for the right to choose a form of
government- - most suited to the
needs of the people.
Also in the news, if Resgan's
budget cuts are approved, 23 mil-
lion Senior Citizens will suffer.
Medicare and Medicaid cuts would
increase expenses of one elderly
person to 82.300 a year. The pro-
posed two year freeze on federal
aid for housing would present 100,-0- 00
senior citizens from obtaining
affordable housing. I called, my
grandmother to see if she would
mind giving up her Medicare to
help a revolution in Nicaragua. She
said, "well honey, that aeems a
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Off--Campus Study, Students Return rom :
San Diego :
By PATRICIA BAUERLE
Stephen Byars, a junior econom-
ics major, and Kim Shefferman, ajunior urban studies major, es-
caped to San Diego last semester
on the Urban Studies Semester.
"I wanted to get off campus.'
said Byars. "And I chose San Diego
for the weather.' Mother Nature
did the best to fulfill my hopes, for
it did not rain until the last two
weeks. It still wasn't very much,'!
said Shefferman. "but by Steve's
standards, maybe it was."
"California had always been my
dream," said Shefferman, but Cali-
fornia was different than she ex-
pected it to be. "It didn't fit my
stereotype." said Shefferman. In-
stead of finding people who were
Jaid back, she discovered that the
people were more conservative.
They also learned valuable pract-
ical skills that they could never,
imagine learning by sitting at a
desk at Wooster. "In school you
learn theory." said Byars as he
explained that some things cannot
be learned in a classroom. He
illustrated his claim by describing
the city council. "It's supposed to
work one way, but works another.
You can never predict human be-
havior."
When Byars had decided to par-
ticipate in the program, he had no
idea of a career that he would want
to pursue. While helping a consul-
tant in architecture, the program
helped him to direct his career
goals towards urban planning and
urban desiffn.
Working ..ith the Southeast San
Diego Economic Development Cor
Spain
By PATRICIA BAUERLE
Laurie Daseke. a sophomore,
spent the fall semester studying in
Cordoba, located in southern Spain,
in the Program De Estudios His-panic- os
en Cordoba (PRESCHO) or
the Spanish Studies Program in
Cordoba. Daseke enrolled in
classes at La Universidad de Cor-
doba.
Daseke's courses included: Histo-
ry of the Spanish Economy; The
19th and 20th Centuries, Spanish-Musli- m
Art, Spain 1939-197- 6. The
Franco Period, and the compulsory
course. Advanced Grammar, Com-
position, and Style.
"Economics, there, is totally dif
ferent" said Daseke. "We did not
study supply and demand." The
rnnrw concentrated on DODulations.
different products, migration move-
ments, and industries. "It was
mnr interesting and easier to un
derstand, but a lot of work was
- invnlvMl in it." said Daseke.
All PRESHCO students lived at
the Colegio Mayor Mixto De Nues-tr- a
Senora De La Asuncion. The
rnii was com nosed of two dor
mitories, that were strictly segre
CHINESE FOOD FROM CHINA ROYALi
WE DELIVER
orders placed call Ext. 2716 .
Tue,Wed,Thors-9-9- 30 Sun 6 630
nrtivrc. delivered
fue,WcdAThiirj,--I- O
ask for Pete! txt. Zllb
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poration. Byars helped to attract
businesses to an area consisting of
minority groups and high unem-
ployment. He constructed redevel-
opment plans to attain funding. The
plans, consisting of proposals for
housing, job training, and urban
design. The plans had to be ap-
proved at the federal, state and.
local levels of government
He wrote two socio-econom- ic an-
alyses for development plans, and
halfway through the program he
was left in charge of the plans. He
also compiled urban design stan-
dards. For example, he cam-
paigned against a proposal for
drive-thru- s.
Byars was offered a half-scholars- hip
for an eight-wee- k course at the
San Francisco Architecture and
Urban Studies Institute by the con-
sultant that he helped. Byars is
considering accepting the offer for
the upcoming summer. The course
would focus on architecture ana
how to redesign a nearby area.
Shefferman worked for San Die-
go's Mayor Roger Hedgecock. She
worked with his assistant for eco-
nomic and business developments.
When she discovered that she pre-
ferred public relations, she began
writing speeches and correspond
ences, which required much re
search.
She worked on the mayor's re-
election campaign, helping him to
win the election. Her specific re-
sponsibility was to coordinate the
human billboards. She completed
this project by eliciting the help of
high school students that needed to
spend some hours to receive credit
gated. "Guys had to sign in at the
desk to seek a girl No Excep-
tions!" said Daseke.
The food consisted of squid, fish,
fried vegetables, zuccini. . squash,
and chicken while desserts consist-
ed of a custard called flan and
fruit
Daseke said that most of the
students were of Spanish ancestry
but had grown up in other countries
like Algeria and Great Britain. In
the fall there were 16 students on
the program from PRESHCO mem-
ber institutions: Brown University,
College of Wooster. Oberlin Col-
lege. Smith College, Trinity Col-
lege, and Wellesley College. Due to
the fiestas in May. there are 35
students there this semester from
member institutions.
"I learned to get Tlong with a
different culture," said Daseke.
She also described the experience
as frustrating at first "Sometimes
you can't even find the right words,
or how to say something, in En-
glish. Well, it is even harder when
you're speaking in a second lan-
guage," said Daseke.
"When there's a group of eight or
IO30 Sun 7 730
in a political science course.
"Hands-o- n experience is so mucn
different." said Shefferman. "I had
the chance to be a leader in the re-
election campaign and the inaugu
ration. I had never been a leader
before. I learned responsibility."
She claims that as a result of her
urban experience, she is "now
more independent and self-con- fi
dent about getting a job in the real
world."
Prior to her urban experience,
Shefferman was interested in urban
planning and economic develop-
ment, but now she claims, "I don't
want any part of it" Instead, she
hopes to find an intern in public
relations for the summer.
Byars and Shefferman earned
two credits for their individual
internships. They were placed in
their internships by submitting an
application to the Neighborhood
House Association. Who in turn
scheduled interviews for them. The
types of internships' selected were
chosen according to the preference
and skills of the students.
A third credit was earned by
auditing a graduate level course
called Urban Theory, an introduc-
tory coarse to urban planning, that
was offered at San Diego State
University. It took them one and a
half hours to travel to class by bus.
Byars and Shefferman wished that
they had been able to participate in
a seminar like the one offered by
the Portland Urban Semester in-
stead.
The fourth credit was earned by
writing a paper. Byars wrote his
paper on how investment overseas
nine people, It's hard to translate
and respond at the same time,"
said Daseke. Her communication
skills, however, improved by the
middle of October when she also
became accustomed to the different
cultures. "I got better at under-
standing, and they got better at
explaining," said Daseke.
During the two week orientation
in Cordoba, the students were
taught expressions and meanings
characteristic to Cordoba. Daseke
explained that each town or city in
Spain had its own unique expres-
sions. She explained that tio and
tia, defined as uncle and aunt were
most commonly used to signify
"frknd" in Cordoba. Daseke said
that jhewas xarely called by her
name because the Spaniards pre
ferred to use expressions sucn as
"little friend." "blonde girt." or
"voune person."
Another language difficulty that
Daseke encountered was at the
movie theater. She bad difficulty
understanding the rapid speech of
the actors. Also, many oi tne
movies were dubbed. Consequently.
the lips would speak in EnglishQ A
Rick,
22. ItSS
affects local unemployment and
economic strife. His paper focused
on the attraction and retention of
businesses.
Shefferman. who received a spe-
cial commendation from the mayor
for her paper, conducted a case
study on a land-us- e controversy for
a small park in the .center of the
city. The issue concerned whether
to modernize the park or not' Her
paper criticized the process used to
solve the problem. Her paper in-
ferred that the original state of the
park should be preserved. She
claimed that modernization would
necessitate changing symbolic
parts of San Diego's history and
that modernizing the park would be
a waste of taxpayers' money. Shef-
ferman asserted that the paper was
the most interesting part of her
urban semester experience.
The program inspired the stud-
ents to do their junior independent
study projects on topics related to
their off-camp-us experience. "The
homeless people really got to me."
said Shefferman, who is conse-
quently writing her I.S. on why
there are so many homeless people.
She said that it would have been
helpful if she. had known some oi
the information that she Is learning
now, prior to actually experiencing
it Byars. on the other hand, is
writing his junior I.S. on how jobs
create Jobs.
The semester also included other
experiences. They traveled to Los
Angeles and Tijuana Mexico, which
was only 15 minutes away. Byars
described Tijuana as a ' 'tourist
soof "It's a mess.", said Byars
while the voices would speak in
Spanish. "It was annoying." said
Daseke, "because the pitch of the
voice was different than here."
The moves included "Star
Wars," gangster movies and movies
about New York City. "The movies
of New York City did not impress
me." said Daseke. The movies
portrayed the American as violent
women as loose, ana New yoners
as "bums." Movies were shown on
Friday nights, Saturday afternoons.




a a I f i - m mm -Travel inciuaea visions Auiam
bra, a palace in Granada, and
hearing Las Tunas, a Spanish sing
ing croup with guitars, in jtaana.
Some of Daseke's friends engaged
in two-da- y trip to the tip of Africa
by a ferry:- - Some of her friends also
visited Portugal '
Bull fights were another activity
in which the students observed. "I
was really against it and a lot of
my friends wouldn't go see it" said
Daseke. "But I thought I would like
it because of the sport of the whole
thing. I thought that the art of it
and the dance would be exciong."
Styling and Haircuts





They saw holes cut in the fence
while Mexicans awaited nightfall to
cross the border. One of Sheffer-man'- s
four, co-volunt- eer s-J- or the
mayor's campaign; a Tijuana resi-
dent led them to places in Mexico
where most tourists neglect They
also visited the San Juan Capistra-no- ;
a mission.
Byars also went hang-glidin- g
with Flight Reality, an organization
that lakes beginning groups hang-glidin- g
at Cantamar, a place that is.
one hour
.
south of the Mexican
border. It was bis first time to
experience anything like it and he
signed up for it without knowing
anybody else who would do it "I
didnt believe that I'd ever get off
the ground," said Byars but when
he finally succeeded. "It was one of
the biggest thrills I've ever had."
Half of the experience of the
Urban semester was finding their
own apartment Shefferman said
that she had not realized that she
was so naive. The vacancy, rate in
San Diego is one percent and they
had to find an apartment during
late August, the hardest time of the
year. They imagined themselves
living with the homeless for the
entire semester. Byars and Sheffer-
man shared an apartment for eco-
nomic reasons. Shefferman' said
that was a good learning experi-
ence living with the opposite sex.
"I taught Kim to cook." said
Byars.
Anyone, interested in the. Urban
Semester program should contact
Professor Barbara Daniels in the
social welfare department ,
She watched novillerof or young
bull fighters. "It was fine until the
end when they actually killed the
bull." said Daseke. "They do it
right in front of the crowd." She
said that she would have preferred
to see one in Portugal where they --
refrain from killing the bulls in
front of the crowd.
Daseke hopes to major in either
psychology or Spanish and to earn
a minor in the other. Vicki McMan-u- s.
sophomore., also studied in the
Spain program with Daseke. She is
studying in Cordoba for the entire
year. Students studying in Cordoba
for the spring semester from The.
College of Wooster include junior
Madeleine Mitehell. sophomore
Manami Oshima. junior Liz Resek,
a chemistry major, and Winnie
WilUams, computer science ma-jor, v. ... - - ' '.- - '
Anyone interested in the program
should contact Professor Vinesci in
the Spanish Department Interested
students must have completed four
semesters of college-lev- el Spanish
or the equivalent Students, nowev-e- r.
may attend the program with
only three semesters of Spanish if
the student can demonstrate suffi-
cient ability. . v i v.
"Woo Flu'
Continued from Pace 1
Much credit and praise is due to
the nurses and Hygeia staff who
really work-pr- i hard and often over
time to put Wooster back on its feet
again. All of those interviewed who
staved at Hveeia were rrateful for
the care and assistance they were
given, mosi iouna inai ineir nygeia
stays were as pleasurable as they
could have been under the circum-
stances because of the kind and
tomfortinir staff. Fortunately fori
all of us, the number of cases of flu
has dropped drastically. Dr. Pete is
reasonably sure that the flu period
is over and that there will "proba-
bly be nothing like it after Spring
ureax.
Thprp was no real classification
of students who got the flu, howev-- J
er several aonns seemea more
plagued than others. Douglass and
Stevenson, for example, had more
cases. Cheryl Lower, director of
Stevenson, said, "I think we had a
higher percentage of people in Hy-
geia." At one point, there were
fiehi students from the dorm there
and a wing in Hygeia was nick
named "Stevenson soutn. -- we
felt the flu a lot in Stevenson." said
Cheryl though she, like Peto. feels
that it was not really the same one.
It was just a lot of people getting
different thines at the same time
and when they were highly suscep- -
uoie. sne naa iv too, ana aavises
everyone to "get plenty of sleep."
Not onlv students were stricken:
faculty as well felt the effects of
the flu. English teacher David
Moldstad stated. "I had it myself.
In class, it made mincemeat out of
scheduling. We've .had as much as
a 25 percent absence of faithful
people." lie leu mat k was a
"maior eznerience of the campus
in February" and said "I honestly
don't remember another time of
.such mass concentrated illness."
Host classes were affected by it
Andy Thorp also had it and stayed
in Hygeia. He claimed, "It really
take a lot out of vour studies ...
but a couple of my profs had it too
so it was OK." Junior enns neacny
Homophobia
BY AMY WEISBERGER
The fact that about 60 people
attended the panel discussion
"Homosexuality Awareness" on
Monday. Feb. 11 indicates that
there is an obvious curiosity about
the issues pertaining to homosex-
uality at Wooster.
Program organizers: Holly Zaph,
Amy Carter. Mark McClurg, Em-- -
vsr Spencer, Walid Khalaf and
Mary O'Malley were very sur-
prised at the turnout of people.
They were especially surprised be-
cause, according to Zaph, "There is
a strong feeling of homophobia on
this campus."
The discussion was led by four
speakers from the University of
Cincinnati Gay and Lesbian Alli-
ance: Mike Rogers. President Todd
Camm, Lori Gceido and Leslie
Thrope.. The program was spon-
sored by SAB. :
Before the discussion, the movie.
"Michael, a Gay Son" was shown.
It portrayed some of the horrors
that homosexuals sometimes face
when they come out of the closet,
and deal with their families. After-
wards, the panelists opened them-
selves up for any questions dealing
.with homosexuality.They bravely
'
shared many personal and obvious-
ly sensitive memories.
Some of the issues discussed
were: homophobia, bisexuality.
fears of coming out and the oppres-
sion encountered afterwards.. con
bravely stated, "I had it right
before everybody else, so I gave it
to everybody because I went to
classes."
, One might say that having the flu
is like losing a week at Wooster. If
you didn't get it, you were one of
the few, so what did you do? Some
students took preventive measures.
Forest Brown claims he protected
himself by drinking "hundreds of
gallons of water" and another stu-
dent felt that the key is "eating
fruit every day." We've all heard
it; now we've all had it We hope
that Wooster got it out of its system
for a long time.
Charlie King
Continued from Page 5
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utoletv today. Manv of his songs
deal with controversies ranging
from the A-bo- mb testing in Nevada
tn tha Vietnam War registers to
the discrimination of homosexuals
and lesbians.
Although the name Charlie King
mav not rins a bell, it is probably
hecause of his aversion to the
rAininereial music industry. He
feels that they have no investment
in marketing controversial music.
This may be a detriment to Char
lie's career but ne is opumisuc.
seeing musician Holly Near selling
close to a million albums "totally
independent of the major record
industry channels. It's auite an
accomplishment," exclaimed King.
Even though King's music may
sound pessimistic, it deals with the
problems of today. He realizes this
and tries extra hard to write songs
that really have a good beat and
melody. As Pete Seeger says, Char-
lie King is "one of the best song-
writers and singers of the 70s and
80s."
flicting interpretations of passages
from the Bible concerning homo-
sexuality, differences in male and
female homosexuality, homosexual
rights, various religious and social
organizations for homosexuals, and
how homosexuality develops in a.
person. Because people had so
many questions, the program last-
ed an extra hour. It went from 8--
10:45 p.m.
.
and even then people
remained.
There are about 20 books in the
library and the Women's Resource
Center which address the issues of
homosexuality. If enough student
interest is expressed, a new homo
sexual support group will be torm-in- g.
If interested, one should con
tact one of the program organizers
mentioned above. Kignt now. ine
group needs leaders, which are
very hard to find because of strong
homophobic pressure on campus.
Leaders must be strong because
they are vulnerable to much homo-
phobic abuse. There has not been a
group like this since the middle of
fast year. Some students who at
tended tne discussion nave aireaay
signed up, but underclassmen are
needed to help the group survive.
This new group is . not just for
'people who consider themselves
homosexuals, but also for people
who wish to promote the rights of
peace and happiness for homosex-





Have vou been searching for a
challenging contest to enter that
offers great prizes? If so, WCWS
has just the solution for you: enter
the first annual Spring Thaw Thrill-
er contest Anyone on campus,
except WCWS staff, can enter the
contest By now, most peopie nave
had just about enough of the snow
and cold uus winter ana are look
ing forward to those beautiful
warm and sunny spring aays wnen
you can wear shorts. But when will
the tern nerature' become warm
enough to wear shorts? And more
imnortant now warm wiu n get
this March?
Weil unfortunately, desnite consi
derable pondering over these ques-
tions, I have not yet come up with a
satisfactory answer, ana neiiner
has WCWS nor the meteorologists.
For this reason, your college raaio
station has decided to run a contest
to find the most accurate answer to
these questions, and in the mean-
time make winter more bearable
and spring more attractive.
The Spring Thaw Thriller contest
rules are quite simple. All you have
to do is guess the warmest temper-
ature that will occur this March in
Wooster. and write it down on a
piece of paper along with your
name and extension and mail it to
the following address: "WCWS
Spring Thaw Thriller." Box C-30- 31.
Entries will be received through
Friday. March 15, 1985 so there is
still plenty of time to enter. But
don't delay. Enter now so that you
won't miss the deadline, and
please, only one entry per person.
Now you may be wondering why
you should even enter this contest
Well, the sponsor of this contest has
an excellent incentive for you. The
APPRENTICESHIPS IN THE ARTS
mm
Page
three people who come the closest
to guessing the warmest actual
temperature in March will receive
unique prizes. The first place win-
ner will be given a portable AM
FM radio with ACDC power com-
pliments of Radio Shack of Woos-
ter. along with one free dinner for
two valued at $15 from the Wooster
Pizza Hut which includes a pan
pizza and a soft beverage. The
second place winner will receive a
free dinner for two compliments of
The Wooster Inn. One album of his
or her choice awaits the third place
winner, . compliments of Westwood
Connection of Wooster.
So why not enter this contest and
become one of the big winners of
the first annual Spring Thaw Thrill-
er. WCWS would like to bear every-
one's guess as to what the highest
temperature will.be in March. So
Continued on Page 10 .
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FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT APPRENTICESHIPS,
CREDITS, COSTS. HOUSING AND SPONSORS, CONTACT:
; GLCA, New York Arts Program or Professor Joan Krejcar
308 West U8th Street Art ,Department - .
; mv NY -- 10036 (212)582-908- 8 The College of Wooster .
CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVE. WILL SPEAK TO STUDENTS AT 4: 00 PM





Off-camp- us study applications for
the fall semester are due March 1.
If anyone is interested in studying
on an off-camp-us program either in
the United States or overseas, he
she should contact hisher adviser
or the faculty coordinator or pro-
gram representative of hisher de-
sired program. For overseas pro-
grams the student may also contact
Professor Ken Goings. Director of
International Study Programs, in
the Deans Office. Students interest-
ed in overseas programs may also
direct their questions about the
experience to the following return-
ing students:
Brooks Anderson. STS India; Su-
san Auffinger. Cannes. France; Pa-
tricia Baurle. STS India; Laura
Boies, College Athens; Lynn Brun-ne-r,
STS India; Susan Collings.
Bath. England; Dina Dajani. IES
London; Laurie Daseke. Cordoba,
Spain; Caroline Delafield, E din bor-
ough. Scotland; Denise Haller. IES
Vienna; Elizabeth Heffelfinger.
Rich College. London; Gretchen
How. STS India; Jonathan Johnson.
CHANGE IN POLICY
ANDREWS LIBRARY
Starting Monday, February 25,
Andrews Library will accept money
for payment of fines on overdue
books only during the hours of 8 a.m.
















3 Jojos, Cole Slav,
Rolls & Butter
1 16 oz. Pepsi
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m rk-KC- M Yugoslavia: Ann Kee-- I
ler, STS India; Wendy Leech,
American School, London; Heidi
McCormick. GLCA Urban Pro-
gram; Janet McCracken, STS In-
dia; Eryan L. Metrner. GLCA Ur-
ban Program; William Morgan,
STS India; Scott Piepho. GLCA
Yugoslovia; Sara Rockwell, STS
India; Heidi smitn, m? inaia;
Timothy Stansfied, IES Vienna;
Susan Stevens, STS India.
WCWS
WCWS public affairs hours (11-1- 2
p.m.) for the week of February 25
through March 1:







Information Hour" with Mike Pyle
and Susan Schiemann.
Thursday "Career Goals And
Management I In The Arts" and
"Science And A Liberal Educa-
tion." t





(SOC) applications are now availa-
ble at the Lowry Center Front Desk
and in the Deans' Office. Complet-
ed applications should be returned
to the Deans' Office no later than
5:00 p.m. on Wednesday. March 27.
For further information, contact
Mary O'Malley at Ext 2009.
GLCA
Alvin Sher. Director, will be on
campus at Wooster on Monday and
Tuesday. February 25th and 26th. to
k with interested students and
faculty about the GLCA, New York
Arts Program. He win oe giving a
slide show presentation at 4 p.m. in
the seminar room of Severence Art
Building on the 25th, and will be
available to speak with people both
that evening and the following morn-
ing. For more information contact
Professor Joan Krejcar (art depart-
ment) who is the campus represen-
tative for the program, or Professor
Stan Schutz (theatre department).

















College Hills Shopping Center
Free Deliv&
CPPS
Career Planning and Placement
Service: Workshops and Tests Ap-
plication deadlines.
Interview Preparation, Video
Tapes, Friday, Feb. 22, 3 p.m.
Finding an Internship, Monday,
Feb. 25, 4 p.m.
Finding a Job, Tuesday, Feb. 26,
4 p.m.
DISCOVER Orientation. Wednes-
day, Feb. 27, 4 p.m.
Resume Writing, Thursday, Feb.
28, 4 p.m.
Choosing a Major and Career,
Tuesday, March 6, 4 p.m.
Interview Preparation, Wednes-
day, March 7, 4 p.m.
GRE (Graduate Record Exami-
nation), application deadline,
March 8, 1985.
MCAT (Medical College Admis-
sions Test) application deadline,
March 29. 1985.
On-camp- us interviews: Kinney
Shoe Corp.. Tues., Feb. 28.
National City Bank, Wed.. Feb.
27.
SCM Corporation, Wed.. Feb. 27.
O'Neils. Wed.. Feb. 27.
Ohio State University School of
Public Administration. Thurs., Feb.
28.
Camp New Horizons. Fit. March
1.
Northwestern Mutual Life Insur-
ance. Wed., March 6.
Case Western Reserve Scientific






TT VAUNTS Mass Cane Cod.
Untiihiitt and the islands of
Nantucket and Martha's Vineyard
are offering thousands oi interest-
ing summer jobs to college stu-
dents and teachers from all over '
the country again this year.
According to Bonnie isassea. spo-
kesperson for the Cape Cod Sum,
mer Job Bureau, "the recent explo-
sive growth in tourism here has
created unprecedented scrambling
by businesses looking for summer
help. The seasonal job market has
never been this good" ... "'the jobs
are waiting, now we just need
people to fill them," she added. The
opportunities are exciting, the pay
is good, and now is the time to act
while the selection is best
For detailed information on how
to apply send a LONG self-address- ed
STAMPED envelope to-198- 5
SUMMER JOBS PROGRAM.
Box 594, Room 12. Barnstable, MA.
02630.
Continued from Page 9
give it a try and enter today, and
remember that you have nothing to
lose but much to gain by doing so.
The highest temperature in
March will be determined by the
Ohio Agricultural Research and
Development Center's weather sta-
tion in Woostere. In the unlikely
event of a tie. the winner will be
















6 Jojos, Cole Slaw,
Rolls & Butter,
One 2 Liter Pepsi
Escape.
Continued from Page 3 '
tions are far more effective for fill-
ing our lives with colorful and zippy
people. Why,: we are able to take a
person of the most turnip-lik- e ex-
istence and give them a life of mean-
ing and adventure! (Ah; you dear
astute reader, you are probably
wondering at this moment what the
purpose of this is. Well, astute
reader, certainly your astuteness is
great enough that you would not
want to share your dinner conversa-
tion with a turnip. Are we not right
about this?) .
The great deal with this system is
that our entertainment is not limited
to who we sit with. We can create
whole new people to populate our
world if we wish simply by using the
bodies of strangers. ("Aha." says
the astute reader from his seat at the
table with the other turnips. "You
guys have some sort of God
Tucker -
Continued from Page 1
be my last stop," he was also
u uvki mm mmj u& auu uic vi a a vlease.
"I am a proud graduate of The
College of Wooster ... It's the only
place I've ever talked about going
... I'm very proud to be in this
position right now," Tucker, com-- ,
mented at the press conference.
"I'm looking forward to being a
part of it I want to be able to
figure for the championship ... I
would like to build a solid program
that will endure ... to build the best
football program possible for the
long run ... I expect to win."
One problem the new coach will
face is the late start open recruiting
for next year. Although he admits
to being "--a little late in terms of
being ahead of the game", Tucker
says he isn't too worried about the
subject "The College already has a
pool of contracts with whom we can
work. Understandably, many can-- -
HiHattt diva hMn araitintf in cmU. V r H WW Q WW WW
what happens with the head coach-
ing position. Now that an appoint-
ment has been made, we can follow
up with our. contacts and make new
ones." according to the pres.
The astute reader is absolutely!
riff fit. He is alsa hufllnff in on nnrl
column and should keep out if he Kintu
knows what's good for him.)
However, we find nothing wrong
with oar God complex. With it, we
are able to have romantic love af
fairs with beautiful girls who never
say the wrong thing or .-ex- pect
flowers just because it's a rainy
day; we are able to carry out secret
spy missions with foreign agents
without fear of international incH
dent; we can watch in terror and
awe as Mousak and his beard prowl
grumblingly past our table, while
Mousak, in fact, has not a turnip's
care in the world aside from which
small child he will have for dessert.
So, astute reader, despite your fre
quent and rather annoying com
ments, you see that, with a bit of
creativity and imagination, one is
able to enjoy one's dinners in a much
livelier, more colorful world. Just
remember, though, Mousak is out
there somewhere.
Tne assistant coaches will re-
main the same next year. Tucker
mentioned that they will "work
together" and he will make efforts
to coordinate the staff and their
efforts.
He also would like to keep more
upperciassmen on the team. ."The
basis of any football team is the
seniors and upperciassmen ... It's
really their team ... They can show
the way to the younger people in
the program."
"A head coach should be able to
make decisions and make the right
decision at the right time. He
should have confidence in what he's
doing and should be motivated
along those lines,' Tucker said
The head coach - position is "all
inclusive ... more involved in ev-
erything."
One aspect of that is "working
with - players who are here now,
both academically and socially. ...
one to one, that's how everything
should begin."
"I w ant people . to know that
one of their own has come home
and come home to stay."
JPaarrAfrica
Continued from Page 5
Pan-Afri- ca Week is sponsored by
the Black Student Association.,
Black Forum Committee, Interna-
tional Student Association, Cultural
Events Committee, Black Student
Affairs. Student Government Asso-
ciation, Harambee House. Morris
Fund. Black Studies. History De-partment, and Women's Resource
Center.
:" ' ' '
'
'Apartheid '
Continued from Page 1
Thomas, vice president of the Uni-
versity of Texas-Austin- 's Black Stu-
dent Aliance.
Demonstrators there are protest-
ing 1600 million in university-hel- d
South Africa-relate- d stock, despite
regents' claims that all or the
majority of the stock is in compa-
nies which adhere to the Sullivan
Principles.
Thomas emphasizes.
But Texas regents and other
college governing boards that post-- ,
pone divestment could find their
investment policies overturned as
state legislators push for total dis-vestm- ent
Pending Texas legislation would
prohibit state colleges and universi-
ties from owning stock in compa-
nies with South African ties.
A similar California proposal
would end all state associations
with the country and require dives-
titure beyond Sullivan Principle
limits. ,
"That's the next step down the
line." U. Cal's Lassiter explains.
"I'm not sure how much chance the
bill has of passing, or if the regents
would abide by state legislation."
University of Michigan regents
decided to contest the state's right
to enforce a similar bill there by
challenging the law's constitution-
ality.
UM investment officer Norman
Herbert admits the university has
divested most stock based on a
regents ruling, but holds the bal-
ance pending the lawsuit.
Proposed Pennsylvania legisla
tion would force public schools to 1















Only a block away from campus for
a-wor-
ld of difference. Let us pamper
you at affordable prices.
' '
Monday Saturday
Breakfast ! 7 a.m. . ' 11 a.m.
Lunch . ; 11 a.m. 2 p.m.
Dinner 5:30 p.m. 8 p.m.
Sunday
Breakfast 7 a.m. 11 a.m.
Dinner 11:30 a.m. 8 p.m.
STUDENT DISCOUNTS




next Shampoo, Cut ay BlowSave $2.00 on your
Dry With Student I.D.:
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ART EXHIBIT: "Native American Indians of the
Plains" (Lower Gallery) featuring Morning Star
quilts and ceremonial figures and objects: "Four
Native American Painters" (Upper Gallery).
Hours: Mon.-Fr- L 9 a.m.-1- 2 noon and 1-4:- 30 p.m.:
SaL-Sun- ., 2--5 p.m. No charge. j
i
ART EXHIBIT: Faculty Exhibition by Joan
Krejcar. George Olson aad Watler Znrko. Hours:
Mon.-Fr- f. a.m. --12 p.m.; Sat 10 a.au-1-2 p.m.;
Sun. 12 noon-1- 0 p.m. No charge. .
ART EXHIBIT: "Across America" by Tom Fraa--U.
No charge. Hours: 7 a.m.-midnig- ht. daily. No
charge.
BACH FESTIVAL CONCERT: Dale Moore, bari-
tone: Mary Boeher and Deanna Peden. sopranos.
No charge.
BACH FESTIVAL CONCERT: (Rescheduled from
Feb. 10) John M. Russell and David Duaaett.
organists. No charge.
RECITAL: Oberlia Caa Consortium. No charge.
MORRIS LECTURE: By Dr. Thomas CQlespie.
President. Princeton Theological Seminary. No
charge. '
CONVOCATION: By Dr. Thomas CQlespie. No
charge.
CLERGY ACADEMY OF RELIGION: 'The Story
of Ministry" by Dr. Thomas GClespie. Admission.
CONCERT: Jazz Ensemble Concert: Nancy DH-me- r,
director. No charge.'
SPECIAL CONVOCATION (BLACK LEADERS
DAY): "Role of African Students in the 80's" by
Kwame Ture (formerly Stokely Carmichael). No
charge.
CONCERT: Wooster Symphony Orchestra Chi-
ldren's Concert, directed by Dale Moore. No
charge.
GREAT DECISIONS: "The Future of the Atlantic
Alliance : Unity la Diversity?" No charge.
THEATRE: Neil Simon's "The Gingerbread
Lady" directed by senior Jamie Haskins of
Gettysburg. Pa. Tickets required. .
. .SENIOR RECITAL: Soprano Deanna Pedea of
Madison. No charge.
SPOTLIGHT SHOWCASE: Charlie King in Con-
cert No charge.
CONCERT: Scot Band directed by Nancy Ditmer.
No charge. .
CONCERT: Wooster Symphony Orchestra Chi-






























11 a.m.-- 7 p.m.'
7:30 p.m.
Feb. 23
































' "Izulu Dancers. . .
- Ichabod's. Entertainment 25 cover.
'Travel' Skiing at Boston MI1U Resort
Films: "Young Frankenstein. $1.00 admission.- -
"Victor Victoria-.- $1.00 admission
Ichabod's. Entertainment. 2St cover.
Classic Film: "Black Orpheus. Marcel
Camus, director.





FUa : My Country Occupied.'
FUms! Caddysaa1u"$LadmUsfci. '
"Eater the Dragon," $1.00 admission. . :
Ichabod's. Eatertimment, 25 cover. ,
Travel: Shopping at Quaker Square and -- JUniversity of Akron Library.
FOms: "Eater the Dragon," $1.00-admissio- n. ,
Cddyshack."$LC0 admission. '




















Classic Film: "DivaT Jean-Jacqu- es Beinlex. director. Mateer. ;
Convocation: Henry Herring Goes to the Movies- - ...
ad Thinks Them AO Over, Henry Kenning, Prof. ";
of English. . .--. . Mateer. ,
Clergy Academy-e- l Session, admissioa Is free to- - ;
College of Woosier students. --
.
Osgood lecture: Dr. Walter Manges, Chairman,.
Dept f Geology. Uaiv. of Arkansas. .
Ichabod's, no cover. ' ' .. '




It will be mostly cloudy and mild with? a chance:
of rain-toda-y and a high of 48 to 53 Tonightpromises o -- be mostly cloudy with a chance of
rain and a low of 37 to 42. Saturday and. .
"Saturday night wi ll be partly cloudy to- - cloudy
and mild with a continued chance of . rain. The
temperature will soar to between 54 and 59 onSaturday . and only fall to the 38 to' 43 range - ?Saturday night Sunday and Sunday night.' promise ;
to be variably cloudy with a high of 42 to- - 47
and a low of from. 29 to 34. TRIVIA: how. muchsnow did Wooster receive in 1934? -
.3
